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THE FUTURE OF ELECTRONIC

IN

Electronic commerce,
computers for the
marketplace, is now
predict that, with
be using various
most, of these homes
corporations
11 be
business,
existing informat
Telecommunication
ability to more ef
information. In
advanced informat
communications.
• Information ret
directories)
• Transactions (e.g.,
• Messaging (e.g.
boards)
• Remote
analysis
• Telemonitoring (e

our

sing,

meter reading)

Electronic commerce has been on Cali
agenda for several years, though without
Privacy Act of 1974 established certain
personal information stored
state
computer-crime laws did the same
the 1980's. In 1984, the
Commerce
Moore, Ch.638, Stats.l984) established
for the suppliers of electronic
state. Subsequently, the Department of
the Institute for the Future to prepare a
of California's future industry; one
exclusively with emergent electronic commerce
In this session, ACA 9 (Moore) wou
a constitutional amendment granting to
commercial services the same rights of free
protection against unwarranted surveillance en
more traditional business media. The
Services has had on the backburner, for
ree
experimental test of telecommuting for state
finally, this year the Assembly and
embark on challenging projects to automate
Capitol and district offices of every member o
The dramatic growth of electronic commerce
catalyze new interest in this policy area.
prospective look at the issues that will a
confront California's legislators in
Two Approaches to Electronic Commerce
In the United States, several
CompuServe (H & R Block, Inc.), The
Dow Jones, have
ready developed sophi
electronic commercial systems. ~lost of these
data retrieval. The largest publ
access
and The Source, also provide "online"
customers can purchase goods and
ces.
on CompuServe is call "The Electronic Mall. 11 )
500,000 subscribers throughout the nation,
whom live in California. Other
,
Federal Express, MCI Mail, and Western Union have
popular messaging systems for their customers
However, beyond these prototypical
systems, electronic commercial services are not
available to the American public. The cost of a
terminal or a sufficiently sophisticated
communicat~ons equipment and software,
rare
Additionally, telephone charges
access to
still high, as are the systems' charges (as
hour). Although some companies are
2
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country,
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future universal home
people who actually use them.

zed

The integrated
international standard for
carry telephone, computer, and
around the world. This standa
was
participation of every large Amer
telephone companies of over 100
manufacturer of telecommunications
Pacific Bell's Project
prototype for the coming ISDN.
To implement ISDN
Cali
reconstruction of the public te
example, Pacific Bell is spending $1
cable and switches, plus another $500 million annual
old equipment. While ISDN may make it
s
le to o
electronic commercial
ces
1
not clear that the value of
will adequately compensate
the public telecommunications
The current Pacific Bell rate case
questions. What public benefits are to
network more hospitable to data
use the services now, those who
ratepayers be required to
Utilities Commission, the te
service suppliers, and consumers all
resolution of
issues.
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s
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who

Telecommuting
Closely related to the use of
the use of computer and telecommunications
at home or in neighborhood "work centers."
the jobs in today's workforce are
these could be adapted to the home setting.
200-300 companies employ teleworkers
It is e
the year 2000, one out of four employees
11
(mainly professionals and clerical workers) .

ly

as
hope
work

By encouraging employees to
Express, J.C. Penney,
to improve efficiency by al
environment and their work.
teleworkers free access to a
and the same pay and benef
receive.

~~erican
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Equity of Access

One of the most important
growth of electronic commerce
access. Access to electron
much prices may fall, may
Americans can afford. Those who
might then have an unfair advantage
market, doing schoolwork, obtaining health care,
business. Certain services may be marketed
available to only those classes of customers
demographic characteristics. For examp , if
were conducted primarily or exclusively via home
systems, those without access to these
into an entirely cash economy, with its
and liabilities •
4.

how

s

Information Property Rights and Taxation

Information used for the production or s
services has a tangible value, even if
intangible. That is what makes
salable
expensive) . Those who own information have a
in protecting it from unauthorized access or il
distribution. In California, computer crime
stiff, but they do not address such topics
duplication of software, the ownership of
employee may have developed on the job, or
information assets that may have been
loped
information (for example, in
government) .
On the other hand, if information has
may be appropriate, for revenue purposes,
information similar to taxes on the other
or sales of items. Current law re
physical medium on which information is
that is transmitted to a customer or between
electronic commercial service is without
still valuable. New York State (as well as some na
overseas) are considering taxing telecommunications
infrastructure and even informat
itself. Natural
would be taxed argue against these actions, c
would have a deleterious effect on the economic c
jurisdiction and might, in the United States,
commerce laws.
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Telecommuting and te
labor practices and the
Teleworkers working in
restricting commercial activity.
become an obstacle to union
closed to workers. On the
labor-management relations more
open, two-way communications
AFL-CIO and unions represent
telecommuting resurrects the
teleworkers, like sweatshop
to work long hours at piecemeal rates to
It is true that computer technology
not only the final product of an of ce
keystroke that goes into
But some
freedom from office routine that te
not be an either/or choice:
exist side-by-side.
Recently, several Sacramento
American General Insurance Co.,
independent contractors but rna
except that they were asked to sign
In order to reach the~r quotas,
teleworkers worked as many as 14
resigning from their jobs.

The impact of electronic commerce
the next five to ten years
AT&T est
telephone-driven videotex will
1990. The reputable Frost &
forecasts a $2 billion
of this new economic activity
Some experts estimate that ten
telecomrr1uting by 1990.
Electronic commerce may
economy and its quality of li
by the electronic communicat
uncomfortably so. The scope of
extended, making for sweeping
deleterious, for whole sectors
construct appropriate "
dimensions of change being
electronic commerce in

or
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Questions of interest to the Committee include:

• What are the prospects for electronic commerc 1
in California, in the immediate future and long-term?
will hasten or slow their appearance?
• What industry structural and regulatory pol
,
are required to promote a viable and diverse market
electronic commerce in California?

f

• What other types of policies are required
reliable environment for the growth and use
commercial services?

I

• Of the issues raised in the section of this
led
"Policy Concerns" -- consumer privacy and protection
industry structure and competition, equity of access,
information privacy rights and taxation, and
s in
labor-management relations and labor law -- which deserve the
immediate attention of the Legislature, and which will
require its attention in the long-term?

Melinda Yee, Graduate Intern
Robert Jacobson, Principal Consultant
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"A TRIP THROUGH AN ELECTRONIC COMMERC

YOU VE REACHED (818) 840-8066

*** >>FANTASY PLAZA<< ***
**** LUXURY SHOPPING ****
<C) 1983
MATCHMAKER ENTERPRISES
SOFTWARE DESIGNED BY
GREGG E. COLLINS
YOUR CHAUFFEUR HELPS YOU OUT OF
YOUR LIMOUSINE.
YOU CAN SEE THE
BEAUTIFUL PLAZA AHEAD.

35,000 TOLL~FREE
DIAL-YOUR-MATCH BBS
976 AND TELEPHONE RECORDI
COMPUTER BBS NUMBERS

NUMBERS
NUMBERS

USE YOUR MODEM
THIS IS AN EXCI
MUST BE SEEN TO
WARNING! WE OCCASI
WITH LOCAL AUTHOR
TO TAP OUR LINES

ROLLING OUT THE RED CARPET •••

I >>FANTASY PLAZA<< IS *NOT* A GAME!
WE•RE A REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPT IN HOME
SHOPPING.
ESTABLISHED ~ANUARY, 1982.
BANK AND LICENSE REFERENCES AVAILABLE.
*INTRODUCING* DIAL-YOUR-MATCH SOFTWARE
FOR COMMODORE-128! 3 MATCHING MODES,
REMOTE SYSOP, 1200 BAUD, TERMINAL MODE
PLUS THE NEW DYM-NET!
RUSH TO FLOOR 4
TRADE IN YOUR OLD COMMODORE-64 FOR THE
NEW COMMODORE-128 DIAL-YOUR-MATCH, AND
GET IT FREE!
DETAILS ON FLOOR 7.
GET 30% OFF DIAL-YOUR-MATCH SOFTWARE
APPLE, COMMODORE-64 AND VIC-20!!

THE INSIDE OF THE
BEAUTIFUL
PONDS AND LAKES SHIMMER
LIGHTING.
YOUR STROLL
LINED PLAZA HALLWAY BR
THE ENORMOUS GLASS ELEVATOR
IMPRESSED BY THE FINE
CONSTRUCTED OF.
A SMALL CARDBOARD
FOLLOWING:

TREE-

>>FANTASY PLAZA<
FLOOR 1
FLOOR 2

LOBBY-CASHI
EXIT TO STREET
ASSORTED MICRO
DISKETTE

FLOOR 3
CAN START A BBS FOR ONLY $12.95!
FLOOR 4 HAS ALL THE DETAILS YOU NEED.

COMPUSERVE~

FLOOR 4
MASTERCARD AND VISA HOLDERS WILL BE
SURPRISED WHEN THEY TRY OUR EXCLUSIVE
EASY AUTOMATIC-VERIFICATION SYSTEM!
START YOUR OWN >>FANTASY PLAZA<< FOR
ONLY eso.
ON FLOOR 4 WE SHOW YOU HOW.
COMPUSERVE OR DELPHI, TWO OF THE
GGEST ON-LINE NETWORKS!
FLOOR 3
THE CAPACITY OF YOUR DISKETTES!
FLOOR 2.
ONLY $5.99

1

FLOOR 5
FLOOR

6

FLOOR 7

PLAZA PARTY L
DIAL-YOUR-MATCH
FREE GIFTS
MALL SOFTWARE FOR
BBS SOFTWARE FOR •24
DO-IT-YOURSELF BBS
COMMODORE-128 BBS SOFTWARE
>>FANTASY PLAZA<< CATALOG
FISH Be FIRE
BILLIONS OF
700 HINTS It TI
BOOKS
TOLL-FREE BOO
BBS TELEPHONE
itFREE* MERCHAND
CONSUMER AFFA RS I~£~n~'wA ON

2

----------------------------------

USER,

THE GENERAL MANAGER OF THIS PLAZA,
WANT TO MAKE SURE YOU GET THE FINEST
BEST TREATMENT WHILE ON-LINE IN
SHOPPING CENTER.
PLEASE LET US
IF YOU ARE DISPLEASED IN ANY
, AS WE WILL DO OUR BEST TO MAKE
THIS THE ULTIMATE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS.
SINCERLY YOURS,
DWIGHT E. WILSON
ICH FLOOR?

~

THE GLASS ELEVATOR DOOR CLOSES
FLOOR ! . . . DING!
FLOOR 2 ••• DING!
FLOOR

3 •••

DING!

4 •••

DING!

OF COPIES!
THIS IS THE BOOK FOR
IT'S IN THE MODEM M BOOK STORE!
YOU ADMIRE A EXTRAORD NARY WOMAN NAME!
JO' ACROSS THE HALL

-> MAP OF FLOOR

<
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+++++++++++++++++++++
+
HOLY
FOR
+
RENT
+
BIBLE
+++
+++++++++
+++
+
FOR
FOR
+
+
RENT
RENT
+
+++++++++
++++++++
+
700 TIPS+
BBS
BOOK
It: IDEAS +
+

+++++++++
+MTCHMKER
+ NUMBERS
+++++++++
+
VOICE
+ NUMBERS
+++++++++
+ MODEM tt
+
BOOK
+++++++++

+++++++++
+
NUMBERS +
+++++++++
1000-BBS+
NUMBERS +
+++++++++
TOLLFREE+
800NUMS +
++++++++

976

FLOOR 5 •.. DING!
H>ELP L)EFT R)IGHT FORWARD BACKWARD
MJAP TJRANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

FLOOR 6 . . . DING!
DOOR OPENS •••
LL NEVER RUN OUT OF BBS SYSTEMS TO
WITH THE NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF
YOU RECEIVE OVER 1000
PHONE NUMBERS TO BBS SYSTEMS!
SEVEN-HUNDRED IDEAS, HINTS, AND TIPS.
NCLUDED FOR *FREE* IS 70 MONEY MAKING
REPORTS-- IN THE '700 IDEAS' SHOP •••
VE BOT A BOOK SHOWING YOU HOW TO
CREATE YOUR OWN BDS ON A COMMODORE-64,
APPLE, OR TRS-80 COMPUTER! ONLY et2.9S

1000-BBS
VOICE
NUMBERS X NUMBERS

YOU ARE AT THE •x•

H)ELP L)EFT R)IGHT FlORWARD B)ACKWARD
M>AP T)RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

MTCHMKER
976
NUMBERS X NUMBERS
YOU ARE AT THE •x•

GET ALL KINDS OF MODEM PHONE
NUMBERS IN OUR FAVORITE ALL-TIME BEST
WE'VE SOLD HUNDREDS
ING PRODUCT!

3

N THE HALL

IN THE HALL

HlELP L)EFT RJIGHT F»ORWARD B)ACKWARD
M)AP T>RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

4

YOU'VE ENTERED 976 NUMBERS
A HAPPY TUNE BEGINS TO PLAY ON THE
PLAZA SPEAKER SYSTEM.
THE SONG WAS
SPECIALLY PRODUCED BY THE PLAZA
SISTERS, BRIGIT, MARY JO, STACEY,
AND SARAH.
PLEASE SING ALONG.
<TUNE OF 'PLEASE MR. POSTMAN')
STOP! MR. POSTMAN
LOOK AND SEE
IF THERE•s A PACKAGE
FROM THE PLAZA FOR ME
ORDERING BY MODEM
WAS NOT VERY HARD
AND THEY ACCEPTED
MY MASTERCARD ••••

YOU HEAR NEWS ON YOUR FAVORITE ROCK
GROUPS.
THE CONSUMER REPORTS NUMBER
LETS YOU USE YOUR TOUCH TONE TO
SELECT INFORMATION ON A NUMBER OF
PRODUCTS THAT HAVE BEEN REVIEWED.
THE PROBLEM WITH THIS AMAZING SERVICE
IS --NOBODY KNOWS ABOUT IT!
THINK FOR
JUST A MOMENT:
HOW DO YOU KNOW WHAT
THE TELEPHONE NUMBERS ARE? PACIFIC
BELL RELYS ON THE VENDORS TO ADVERISE
BUT SOME CAN'T AFFORD IT.
FANTASY
WE'VE
PLAZA HAS COME TO YOUR RESCUE!
DONE ALL THE RESEARCH AND COME UP WITH
A LIST OF MOST EVERY 976 NUMBER IN THE
LOS ANGELES 213 AREA CODE.

A FANTASY PLAZA SALES CLERK GREETS YOU.

ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF:
. DAILY UPDATES ON MAJOR SOAP OPERAS
. SPORTS INFORMATION
. TELEPHONE MYSTERY LINES
• PRESIDENTIAL OPINION POLLS
• DIET BY PHONE
• STOCK QUOTATION SERVICE
• MICHAEL JACKSON LINE
• AND WAY TOO MANY MORE TO LIST HERE

NEVER LEAVE HOME AGAIN!

ORDER THIS LIST OF 976 NUMBERS TODAY!

THE ELECTRONIC CRYSTAL DOORS OPEN
AT THE SOUND OF YOUR FOOTSTEPS ••••

1. 916 NUMBERS

PRESS 1 TO PURCHASE ITEM
<R)ELIST <N)EXT ITEM M>ENU

2. EXIT

1. 976 VOICE TELPHONE NUMBER REPORT
PRICE: 82.00

PACIFIC BELL RECENTLY DECIDED TO OFFER
VOICE TELEPHONE ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES
THAT *ANYONE* CAN CALL!
PACIFIC BELL
SIGNED UP MANY VENDORS TO OFFER
THESE INNOVATE PHONE SERVICES TO YOU.
WHEN YOU CALL A 976 NUMBER, YOUR PHONE
BILL IS CHARGED AUTOMATICALLY.
PACIFIC
BELL SHARES PROFITS WITH THE VENDOR.
IT'S INCREDIBLE WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU
THESE SERVICES.
FOR EXAMPLE,
ONE SERVICE ALLOWS YOU TO TOUCH-TONE
IN THE NAME OF A COMPANY, AND
YOU ARE GIVEN AN INSTANT STOCK QUOTE!
ONE OF THE OTHER PHONE NUMBERS ALLOWS

5

976 VOICE TELPHONE NUMBER REPORT

82.00
DO YOU WISH TO PURCHASE THI

TEM?

X

PRICE OF ITEM
82.00
OK?

Y

TOTAL PURCHASES: 82.00
SHIPPING CHARGE: eo.Bo
GRAND TOTAL:
WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR JOURNEY
THROUGH >>FANTASY PLAZA<< YOU WILL

6

BE ABLE
LEAVE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
AND ARRANGE PAYMENT. YOU.LL ALSO BE
ANY OF YOUR PURCHASES.

YOU
KE TO ORDER AN ADDITIONAL
976 VOICE TELPHONE NUMBER REPORT? M

-> MAP OF FLOOR
++++++++++++

+CONSUMER
+ AFFAIRS
++++++ +
+
LATEST
+
NEWS!
++++++++
+
FOR

TELPHONE NUMBER REPORT
S STORE

RENT
++++++++

FOR
RENT

+

INFORMATION ON ITEM NUMBER:

I

+ ++++++

FOR

~

+++++++

PLAZA SALES CLERK THANKS YOU
976 NUMBERS
AGAIN SOON
L)
R> GHT F>ORWARD B>ACKWARD
T RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

+

FOR
RENT

+
+

++++++++

+1001FREE
+ SAMPLES X
++++++ +

T

WHICH FLOOR?

Z

THE GLASS ELEVATOR DOOR CLOSES
7

•

E
FOR
c
RENT X

ING!

YOU ARE AT

28

N

HALL

H>ELP
i"UAP T>
*ANYBODY* CAN GET THE
TRADI
IN THEIR OLD
DYM HAS THE DETAILS

E
RENT

NEWS' SHOP FOR
-NETWORK SERVICE
TO GET SAMPLES OF
GETTING FREE GIFTS!!
4
IN THE BACK!!

YOU ARE
H)ELP L
M>AP

.E
FOR
RENT

SHOPPER!
YOU ARE

HALL

H>ELP L>EFT R>IGHT F>ORWARD B>ACKWARD
M>AP T>RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

THE ELECTRONIC CRYSTAL DOORS OPEN
AT THE SOUND OF YOUR FOOTSTEPS ••.•
A YOUNG URBAN PROFESSIONAL GREETS YOU.
CONSUMER AFFAIRS INFORMAT ON.

PC
LATEST
NEWS! X PURSUIT
YOU ARE AT THE •x•

IN THE HALL

H>ELP L>EFT R)IGHT F)ORWARD B>ACKWARD
M)AP T)RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

1. CONSUMER AFFAIRS INFORMATION
2. EXIT THIS STORE

I'D LIKE INFORMATION ON ITEM NUMBER: A
1. CONSUMER AFFAIRS INFORMATION

: E
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CALIFORNIA CIVIL
CODE SECTIONS 1789-1789.8 WE WOULD
LIKE TO DISCLOSE THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION TO OUR CUSTOMERS:

.CONSUMER
FOR
AFFAIRS X RENT
YOU ARE AT THE 'X'

IN THE HALL

H)ELP LJEFT R>IGHT F>ORWARD B>ACKWARD
M>AP T)RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

: b

A. PROVIDER OF THIS SERVICE:
>>FANTASY PLAZA<<
P.O. BOX 6055
BURBANK, CA 91510
<818> 840-8211 RECORDING
<818) 840-8066 MODEM

YOU'VE ENTERED CONSUMER AFFAIRS
MILLIONS <YES, MILLIONS> OF YOUR MOST
FAVORITE MUSIC STARS' VOICES BEGIN
SINGING ON THE PLAZA LOUDSPEAKER
THE SONG IS SO NICE, YOU
SYSTEM.
WANT TO SING ALONG.
SO HERE ARE
THE WORDS.
HUM ALONG NOW •••
TO BE SUNG TO THE TUNE OF:

•

WE ARE THE ONE
WHERE YOU SHOP BY MODEM
WE ARE ALWAYS HERE
WHILE YOU ARE THERE
SO LETS START SHOPPIN'
THERE'S A CHOICE YOU MADE IT
WE'VE MADE A CHANGE
IN YOUR WHOLE LIFE
THE MODEM IS FUN AND YOU KNOW

B. THE CHARGES TO THE CONSUMER ARE
CLEARLY STATED WHEN THE PURCHASE
IS MADE AND AGAIN WHEN THE METHOD
OF PAYMENT IS SELECTED.
CHARGES
INCLUDE SHIPPING AND APPLICABLE
TAXES.
USERS OF THE PLAZA PARTY
LINE ARE BILLED A FI
FEE UNTIL THEY GIVE
NOTICE TO CANCEL
CURRENT
IS 87 - MODEM:
C. ANY CONSUMER CAN RESOLVE HIS OR HER
MESSAGE ON
COMPLAINT BY LEAVING
FLOOR 1 IN THE CUSTOMER SERVICE
DEPT.
BE SURE TO LEAVE YOUR NAME ~
ADDRESS.
WE WILL RESPOND BY MAIL.
OR, WRITE TO THE ADDRESS ABOVE.

THAT'S WHAT l LIKE!

9
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IF WE DO NOT SOLVE A PROBLEM TO
YOUR SATISFACTION, WRITE TO:
DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
COMPLAINT ASSISTANCE UNIT
ROOM ~01, 1202 N STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95813
PHONE: (916) 445-0660
<R>ELIST

<N>EXT ITEM M>ENU

A PLAZA

MEMBER ASKS YC

1.

2.

*
******************************
CANCEL
PURCHASES
CASHIER

3.
4. I'D LIKE
5. EXIT

SOME MORE
SERVICE

PLEASE MAKE
CONSUMER AFFAIRS INFORMATION.
1. CONSUMER AFFAIRS INFORMATION
2. EXIT THIS STORE
t•D LIKE INFORMATION ON ITEM NUMBER: 2

MARY JO

FOLLOWING:

FULL NAME

*B211iBI

THE YOUNG URBAN PROFESSIONAL THANKS YOU
FOR SHOPPING AT CONSUMER AFFAIRS
PLEASE COME AGAIN SOON
BOB, YOU ARE A LUCKY SHOPPER!
HlELP L>EFT R)IGHT F>ORWARD B>ACKWARD
M)AP T)RANSFER TO ANOTHER FLOOR

: I

ROBERT JACOBSON
STATE CAPI
SACRAMENTO,
IS THIS

ELEVATOR: WHICH FLOOR?!
THE GLASS ELEVATOR DOOR CLOSES
FLOOR 6 ••• DING!
FLOOR 5 •.• DING!
FLOOR 4 •• DING!

METHOD

FLOOR 3 ••• DING!
1)

VISA

FLOOR 2 ••• DING!

2)
3) MAIL

FLOOR ! . . . DING!

4) UPS
5) HELP

THE DOOR OPENS •••

!
LOBBY - GROUND FLOOR

11

2

1

ENTER YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER:
~ft:tt fi~

99!9

PLEASE ORDER SOMETIME SOON.
WE ACCEPT
VISA, MASTERCARD. CHECKS, MONEY
ORDERS, OR WE WILL SHIP COD.

ftfi

EXPIRATION DATE

HOP ON THE BANDWAGON' *YOU* CAN RUN A
DIAL-YOUR-MATCH COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD
ON YOUR APPLE, VIC-20, C-64 OR C-129'
THE SOFTWARE IS ON FLOOR 4.
25% OFF'
CORRECT? y
PROCESS YOUR ORDER, WE *MUSTit HAVE
THE NAME, CITY, AND STATE OF THE BANK
THAT ISSUED YOUR CREDIT CARD.
NAME OF BANK:

&Utili:!

'ITY, STATE OF BANK:

,iA~I~QS

• 1.J2Att

iB~B~MiNIQ~

ka

**THANK YOUitit
YOU. ORDER NUMBER IS 7834S.
ALLOW THREE WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
1. LIST MY PURCHASES
2.

*··············•***************
NARY JO, THE PLAZA CASHIER it
itlllllll*****'*l**************

• ~EL SOME OF MY PURCHASES
4. r•o LIKE TO SHOP SOME MORE
8. EXIT AND CUSTOMER SERVICE
PLEASE MAKE A SELECTION

PLEASE CALL BACK SOON.
THERE IS NO
OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE ANYTHING, AND
YOU MAY STAY ON AS LONG AS YOU LIKE.
WE HAVE NO TIME LIMITS OR CHARGES.
DIAL-YOUR-MATCH FOR THE COMMODORE-128
OFFERS CROSS-COUNTRY NETWORKING' TRY
IT OUT BY MODEM AT 1-818-842-6900
THE PLAZA'S PARTY LINE -- A MULTI-USER
EXPERIENCE INVOLVING THE SIMULTANEOUS
CONNECTION OF MULTIPLE MICROMPUTER
USERS.
EXPERIENCE THE NEW TECHNOLOGY'
PLAZA'S MODEM PARTY LINE <8181842-3322
HELLO, t•M BRIGIT, YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE. IF YOU'D LIKE, LEAVE A
MESSAGE TO LET ME KNOW WHERE YOU HEARD
ABOUT >>FANTASY PLAZA<<.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEAVE ME A MESSAGE?
YOUR CHAUFFEUR HELPS YOU BACK
INTO YOUR LIMOUSINE. >>FANTASY PLAZA<<
AWAITS YOUR NEXT FUN FILLE VISI
(C)1983 MATCHMAKER ENTERPRISES

ARE

SURE YOU WANT TO LEAVE? y

YOU NOTICE A SHELF CONTAINING SOME
NEXT TO THE CASHIER.
WOULD YOU LIKE A DIAL-YOUR-MATCH LIST:
OVER 75 MODEM NUMBERS FOR ONLY et.OO ?
WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF •HOOKING-IN,•
BEST BBS DIRECTORY FOR 810.00 ? M

IF YOU DID NOT MAKE A PURCHASE TODAY,

13
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.WHY THE
WITH

a4 BUSINESS WEEK! JANUARY 20

1986

scribers.
have 30'7<
lines

agency plans to
23 million phone

that the increased phone
traffic will recover the terminals' cost in
·four years. Then each terminal should
gener'ate
for the rest of its estimated
life. To make sure of the
each one is bashed
assembly line.
with a mallet on
DIAL-A..CATERER. The surge of entrepreneurial activity-the key to Minitel's
success-was no accident. DGT commonly gives nearly two-thirds of its feeabout
an hour
customer-to the
result: Businesses
furiously to cash
of services has
to more than 1,900.
can
everything from a
Parisian caterer that delivers gourmet
meals to psychiatrists who let patients
take psychological tests over the system.
But the most popular and lucrative services are those--such as Lagarde'sthat allow
to chat electronicallv.
With just
of his saving's 'as
capital, Lagarde and two friends-an
MBA and a medical student-spent sever·
al months
software. In February,
Serveur Medical. "Our success was insane," Lagarde
savs. "All
m~ssages for
central
overloaded
The ,.,,.+na.-c
the fire.
DGT

Minitel now
1-) million calls a month,
and traffic grew
fourfold
France's biggest consumer finance company, approved customer credit over the
phone to retailers. With Minitel, 9,000
retailers can type credit information into
terminals, and 85'/i of the
are approved in three minutes.
completed application is
out at the
store, ready for the customer's signature. The result: Cetelem claims that its
market share for credit checks in France
has jumped from 2'77< to 30%.
Such success hasn't gone unnoticed
outside of France. Honeywell Inc., for

recause,
quires a
away the
still
make a
The next
for Minitel will be
to generate more substantive business
applications. Observers warn that the
chatting services could be only a fad.
are considerAlreadv. worried
adding more
fare. If
fears
Minitel's
growth
slow. But
at least
one sign that France's videotex market
is here to
The verb minitelliserMinitel termiFrench

ALL

ER FRANCE
IT'S VIVE L'AMOUR VIA COMPUTER
t's
on a workday in
Paris. We're
in front of a
terminal provided
the
state-operated videotex network. The
"chat service, called Ami 83, that
we're plugged into functions largely
baras a kind of electronic
and it's one of dozens of services that
have the whole
the
breeze
screen is a list of names
the innocent

I

within an hour, Marie Jo has six offers
and two phone
to meet men in
numbers.
noon, names
to
drop from the list.
are starting
to leave for lunch.
"La comrivialite" is
driving Minitel's
eight-digit number and
access code,
people all over
hour. If you
to \OVl!lj.JLl'-"'1
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computer.
What all of these pro.jects share is
the concept of a .. wired community."
Loc:alities nationwide are explonrig the
potential and power of community
videotex systems. As a community
videotex
user in Virginia comments,
a modem day combina·
tion of the local newspaper and grocery
store bulletin
and its possibili·
ties for the
are exciting."

•

Rl&g the tblrd wme
Before the end of this decade, in
homes and apartments across the United States, computer terminals will be
as
as cable television,
says futurist
Toffler. According to
Tomer's much-acclaimed book, The
Third
and terminals
will make it
for millions of
Americans to
and shop at home.
A
nation, he tells us, will
be able to conduct nearly all of its business at home. with substantial savings
in commuting,
energy and
frazzled nerves.
Bul before this
can be·
come
a way must be established
America's computer
users into a network. To an extent, this
problem
been solved,
thanks to such nationwide information
The Source
Serv-

best suited
these are the
to offer local
services. Banks
can offer users access to a variety of financial services while newspapers
to senerate and
have the
news and other
information.
to see
be·
c:ooperative ventures
tween these two ~n~.uuJU()n:> " he says.
"There's Iii
coming, and
when it hits
to be very

Community lwletm Board8
Most of us
have access to a
type
in the form
of local computer bulletin boards.
These
erated

uals,

services,

electronic messages, swap
program databases and, in
many instances,
news.
BBSes have
home computing
fixture since the late 1970s. The first
such
went online on February
16,
when
puter buffs.
Randy

people

Battle CnMii:'~ new MriW
Baule Creek,
tion, 3.5,724} is,.,..,,..,.,..."
its food
state's
was settled in
1850. It

systems are

GJ)

Jl! '''iijlut
1

f

~ men dum a ka.l telepbooe
cd.
.. We want to provide our users with·

Uaen also have Keess

the local services the oabooaJ oetworks ·
am't provide," Bowles uys ...We use
many local information providers and
,et most f4 oor fanancw support from
Battle Creek advertisers."
The Battle Creek system is based on

&:nuch Pad, a software/hardware
package sold by The Shuttle Corp. c4
Redmond, Wash. Using an ordinary
IBM PC as the system's base, Scratch
Pad's hardware consists of a plug-in
central processor unit containing two
68000 chips, four synchronous/
asynchronous serial interfaces, and a
QuadModem card that lets the PC
handle up to four simultaneous callers.
Also provided is I megabyte of
random-access memory, a 10-megabyte hard-disk drive, two TeleVideo
terminals and a Mannesmann Tally
MTI80L dot-matrix printer. Scratch
Pad's software includes a controller
program that handles text creation, accounting. system monitoring, operator
permission control and remote data file
uploading. An applications package includes automatic system start-up. log
on,
code change, help file,
limit
anempts and terminal interface features.
Michael
Shuttle's president, claims that videotex start-up
prices are
and are now
within the range
to mediumsized businesses and larger companies
that are
to test the world f4
computer communication. He contests
a
claim by an IBM
put the start-up costs d a
official
videotex
at between $500,000
and $1
year. "Horseback
estimates like
create the impres·
sion that videotex is an arena for the
billion-dollar
and that everyone
should be
to
dearly
when the
videotex
available to the maJrkettpla;ce.
Marcia

to the

nest of

the CompuServe system, iD<:I~
oews and information services, at·
home shopping, electronic mail, speciaJ interest aroups and the CB SimW.
tor. Like the rest of us. Wood Lake
users are billed for their online use.
.. So far. the response has been over-

home complete
withou' a computer
and a
to obtain
electronic information

Community rid.otu m suburbia
At first glance, Wood Lake, Va .•
looks like any other suburban housing
A drive through the
town,
is located on the outskirts
of Richmond, shows the usual signs of
Yuppie afiluence manicured
lawns, earnest
driveways
dotted with
BMWs and an occasional Honda.
all accounts. it's
Anytown, USA.
But lUter
inside a few f4 the
homes, you
that something is
quite elltltrnd:-~rdm~;n.r_ For inside each d
the
residences is a Radio
Shack Color
and modem.
Either Wood
residents a..--e very
devoted
customers or someis !Uoot.
Thomas. a Wood
Lake
the community's
residents like their Radio Shack combut
like
the units can
for them even more. Thomas claims
the reason for
house sold lies

sells the comCompuServe
services. What
activate their
Richmond
online forum
Wood

whelminaJy favorable," uys Thomas.
.. When we demonstrate the computer
and its applications to potential buyers,
many are unaware that such a system is
even possible. Most are surprised at
the Bow cost and fall in love with the
concept on the spot. It's a sreat selling
tool."
But Thomas is also careful not to
place too much emphasis on the computer's importance. "People find computers useful but not completely essential," she says. "A computer is not a
matter of life or death. You first buy a
home to fit your various living requirements- its location, design. and proximity to schools and health care facilities are all more important than a
computer. But later, after you've lived
with a computer for a while, you realize
how useful it can be. When you move,
it is a good time to learn about computers. You're in the mood to change your
life. and you also have a great need to
learn about your new environment,"
she says.

ACMC Ionon
While community videotex is most
often aimed at individuals. the concept
can also be applied lo groups of people,
such as clubs, charities, companies
and public-service organizations.
For example. CompuServe markets
interchange, a private videotex system
allowing individual businesses to organize, maintain and disseminate a
wide spectrum of information. Interchange is currently being used
more than 100 firms. ranging from computer equipment manufacturers to fastfood outlets. The system
customtailored for each company,
firms to include the
they require. (for a detailed look at Inter·
change, see "Interchange: Changing
How Companies Communicate," page
14, Online Today, October 1984.)
For non-profit
CompuServe, in
Columbus Center
and Industry (COSO and more than a dozen
other companies, is sponsoring CIViC
(Columbus Information Via Comput·
er), a low-cost data
facility

b' 10eiaJ aDd human ~e qenc:ies,
a.rts lfOOps aDd adtunl orpnil.ations
mCentral Ohio. CIVIC provides computer resources aDd services through a
central computer l!lystem housed at
COSI headquarters.
CIVIC facilities consist cL two Digital
Equipment
DECSYSTEM 2020
mainframe computers, seven DEC
Rainbow personal computers, 20
DECmate I models and four DEC
VTIOOI. The equipment, worth nearly
a half-million doUars, was donated by
Digital and CompuServe to CIVIC and
enables users to have at their command far more data processing power
than could be purchased by the
p-oups individually. Users have the
either at CIVIC's €:1option cL
fic:es or at a remote site
the
service's
capability.
ol services
CIVIC offers a wide
to fh each
that can be
user's jndividual needs. Currently, the
system provides membership/client
tnu::king, selective search capabilities,
a mamng list/label generator, customized letter
fund
support, contribution
and a c:om·
munity calendar. Future
include
a full-function funds accounting system
(including
accounts receivable and accounts payable
tions) word
capabilities,
teractive
analysis, and an
electronic mail system that will allow
CIVIC users communicate via computer.
CIVIC
charges users "~""'""""""
base size and number services used.
Fees range from about $25
for smaller
to over
with extensive
for larger
databases
data
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Retailing
without stores

Will telecommunication
and related technologies
transform

Larry J. Rosenberg and
Elizabeth C. Hirschman

•
Will stores become extinct in American retailing? This article argues
that the answer is yesor, at least, yes for great
areas of retailing. Telecommunication will make
it possible to order
merchandise from the
home; delivery systems
will take the place of
pickups by customers;
banks and other financial
organizations will handle
money transfers. But
technological possibility
is only part of the story.
Growing numbers of
Americans appear to be
interested in the timesaving convenience and
breadth of choice that
can be offered by telecommunication shopping, to say nothing of
the fuel economies that
would be made possible.
Of course, the authors
recognize, there are still
important issues to be
resolved, some of them
subject to considerable
controversy. It is probable, therefore, that
this article, a sequel to
"The Next Revolution of
the
"
by Malcolm P. McNair
and Eleanor G. May
(HBR September-October

1978), will itself be
followed by more
analyses in future issues.

Mr. Rosenberg is associate
professor of marketing,
Schools of Business, New
York University, where
he has taught since 1969.
An active member of
the American Marketing
Association, he is the
author of the textbook
Marketing (PrenticeHall, 1977) and of more
than 6o articles on marketing in various
journals. In addition,
he is well-known as a
lecturer on marketing.
Ms. Hirschman is assistant professor in the department of marketing at
NYU and associate director of the Institute of
Retail Management. In
past years she taught at
the University of
Pittsburgh and Georgia
State University. For
several years she served
as market research
manager for Rich's
Department Stores,
and she also worked in
advertising and sales
promotion at the J.C.
Penney Company.

A revolution is under way in the store-dominated
world of retailing. The instigators are nonstore retailers who are appearing in new forms, proliferating in numbers, and gaining market share from
store-based retailers. Although accurate sales figures
for this nonstore growth are hard to come by, one
source estimates that nonstore annual sales are expanding from three to five times faster than those
of traditional store outlets. 1 Here are some tangible
examples of the rise of nonstore retailing:
0 The increasing volume of telephone- and mailgenerated orders received by traditional store retailers such as Bloomingdales, J.C. Penney, and Sears,
Roebuck & Co.
0 The experimental use of interactive, two-way
cable TV as a means of
i the
Qube division of Warner '"'u".u'..u
one
of the experimenters.
0 The expanding selection
offerings made to credit card customers by VISA MasterCard, and American Express.
0 The increased popularity of in-flight shopping
catalogs of major airline companies.
0 The success of televised promotional offerings
for records and tapes of popular music "not available
in any store."
l..oHCltHU.L'""

1

We expect this trend
accelerate rapidly
munication retail
a system may work
perts. 2 Our version is
!. William R. Davidson and Alice Rodgers, "Nonstore Retailing: Its lmpor·
tance to and Impact on Merchandise Suppliers," Tbe Growth of Nonstore
Retailing (New York: New York University,
of Retail Management,
1979).

2. See, for example, Alton f.
tion in Retailing" !Thinking

and William
Davidson,
Hl!R May·June 1967,
4,

Revolu·
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Exhibit I

"Shopping" at home

Suppllem

Banks

Retail level

In-home

lOS

accounts at the telecommunica·
shop at home

the order is received on
its computer, this retailer will assemble the
from a fully automated warehouse. Simultaneously,
funds will be
from the customer's to the
retailer's bank account. Customers will choose
tween
up the
at a nearby distribution
it delivered to their door.
point or
be no fee for
up the order. However, there
may be a
charge of approximately
charge will
on the amount of the order and
delivery time requirements (whether the next day
at the company's convenience or at a confirmed
time when the customer is at home).
The rise telecommunic;.Hion merchandising will
add yet
option to the already diverse retail
continue to shop in different ways
and services. Some consumers
time will use telecommunica·
tion
especially
will turn to it for
specialty items,
to the volume
today's mail- and phone-order busi-

munication systems. On this spectrum, the mass or
density

on developing
goods and services
items than a store can
0 A higher proportion of women
the work force (they
0 Desire
development
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Technological advances

While conventional retailing still abounds, since
the late 1940s it has been gradually eclipsed by the
vertical marketing system. This notion has viewed
the distribution system participants as an interdependent set. Either retailers or suppliers take on the
coordinator role-whether through corporate, contractual, or administered means-making decisions
for the system and influencing its members. The
store is still the scene of purchasing.
On the surface, the telecommunication merchandiser, however innovative, resembles someone who
might be in the vertical marketing system. But this
is not the case. The telecommunication merchandiser is part of a system of creating and distributing
a total product-service offering to subscribing consumers. Such a system differs in kind as well as
degree from the familiar vertical marketing system.
We call the new system an offering system because
of its different emphasis.

Concurrent with the sociocultural trends is the expansion of technological capability in retailing. This
technology will play a central role in shaping retail
competition, especially for mass-merchandised items.
Mechanisms now exist for distributing almost any
product directly from the point of production to the
point of consumption. Severe problems remain to
be solved, but they are not nearly so great as the
problems that have already been solved.
Traditionally, stores served as the primary distributors for retail products because consumers were
accustomed to purchasing there, few acceptable alternatives existed, and the value of consumers'
money exceeded the value of their time. Nonstore
retailing was hindered because of inadequate systems for merchandise display, payment transfer, and
purchase delivery.
However, these impediments to the growth of
telecommunication shopping appear to be rapidly
diminishing-and just at the time when increased
energy costs are giving Americans an incentive to
cut down on trips to retail centers. In various stages
of development are several new methods of choosing, buying, and obtaining merchandise. The methods include specialty catalogs, catalog showrooms,
electronic funds-transfer systems, interactive inhome television linkages, and electronic "mail" delivery. Significant as they are, though, these methods
make up only part of the picture.

Conceptual leap
Telecommunication shopping is more than technological paraphernalia enabling revisions of buying
habits. It represents a great leap beyond the conventional concept of retailing.
Retailing basically consists of different types of
institutions engaging in transactions with consumers. But over the years, perspectives of retailing have
shifted in response to new conditions in distribution. Three major concepts are compared in Exhibit 11.
The initial concept of conventional retailing entailed a channel of independent participants with
retailers
between suppliers /producers
of wholesalers) and consumers.
retailing dominated, except for
truck lor wagon)
and mail-order merchandising.

July-August 1980

Unique features
How will an offering system differ from its predecessor, the vertical marketing system? It will have four
distinguishing features:
1. The principal commercial members will interact more simultaneously, rather than sequentially
(or vertically), to accomplish the work of the system.
Its success depends on the integration of several
business functions-production, data exchange, warehousing, direct communication, and electronic payment. The system combines those capabilities currently possessed by manufacturers, retailers, and
communication media. There is even reason to believe that computer software providers such as
AT&T and IBM will become actively involved.
2. The offering system will create more rivalry in
distribution. In arranging the offering system's resources, large manufacturers, retailers, and communicators will vie for the coordinator's role. This
struggle for control generates new types of distribution conflict because of the new members (media
and computer networks) and the sizable financial
stakes. Rival systems, organized by the various participants, will strive to
a
character
and competitive advantage. For example, the manufacturer-coordinated system will emphasize an assortment of its brands and rely on its existing warehouse network, while the communicator-coordinated system will excel in merchandising through
its televised
3. The involvement of financial systems in retailing will be greater. It could result in the integration
or merger of several retail and financial systems.

without stores

Exhibit II
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For instance, growing

and bank debit cards is
tionships; with
payment

4. Consumer
to be
erswill

Cost
The
offering '""'t"'''""
age basis,
However,
costs
may foreshadow
velop.
A media
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"It seems that every ten years the 'experts' forecast

the advent of electronic in-home ordering which is
'sure' to come during the next ten years. 1t
not happened yet, and frankly, we don't see it
anytime soon. Those
to shop
can use our
instead of their
vision set."
To be sure, a substantial proportion of consumers
are using catalogs for
assistance.
in 1977, 9-I~( of Sears, Roebuck's busiFor
ness originated from its catalogs, with a correspondfigure of I I -4 ~~
coming from catalog
counters in Sears stores, making a
of about
20'( for catalog-generated sales. This
proportion has remained constant at Sears for the past five
years.
A contrasting perspective is the belief of some
that telecommunication retailing will complement, but not replace,
such as catalog,
selling. An executive affiliated with a communication
: "We see
communication as one
extend

it

customers are, what
what
avenues
ions

we are
We
of technological dewhich may affect our
One
major factor in any decision we might
cerning telecommunication would/
course, be
competitors/ use of it. We don't want to
to implement it."

Will retailing be transformed?
What will be the specific effects on traditional retailing brought about by the emergence of offering
systems? We foresee many important changes. It
seems likely that traditional retailers will become
increasingly vulnerable as telecommunication shopping catches on.

comConsumers are more reluctant to
for products
among
they can
stores,
same products from a catalog or by
ilarly they are
to view
delivery systems for transporting
store to their homes when
to take care of delivery.
Energy shortages and costs, especially for gasoline,
will serve to reduce further the willingness and ability of consumers to
as
traditionally have.
to a store to restock a few items will

(:A
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Changing landscape

areas.

stores may be undercut
rising
operating costs and customer reluctance to
great distances, except
shopping
expeditions.
the nonstore
are exhibiting considerable flair in

Harvard

1980

Responding to

positive
Some
proconsumer
systems should H."....... ._.-.,

•

>
through a testing program

management.

ing accounts are
sentment would

who have trouble keeping accurate records of their
spending on several credit cards could be aided by a
system that consolidates all their bills and keeps
a running tab of expenditures.)
The potential for both harm and help is present
in these systems. Which potential becomes reality
can only be answered by management.

Conclusion
We see as a virtual certainty that the era of widespread telecommunication shopping is approaching.
We predict that this era will witness significant alterations in the concept of retailing and the nature of
retail competition. Like all predictions of great

change, this forecast is subject to
However, it is worth stressing
the post-revolution retailing scene is
on evidence available
as
opmwn
outcomes.
Corporations involved in any way with
cannot afford to
the
store-based retailers,
Nor can executives
ping center
brand-name manufacturers,
manufacturers,
broadcasters,
nication suppliers,
wait for the
to unfold
appropriate strategies, The vU•<LU,,AH~\.
in all these retail-related
dimensions
the ..v.uuu,..
revolution. Soon it will
revolution.\]
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An act to
Civil Code,

The people

ARTICLE

services
hereby enacts
1789.1.
of 1984."
1789.2.
means an

91

60
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electronic shopping system to conduct the purchase of goods and
services via a telecommunications network, but does not mean
conventional voice-only telephone service, one-way television or
radio broadcasting, an electronic fund transfer system, or a service
provided through an electronic terminal located at a place of
business where the sale of goods or services sold through that service
otherwise occurs.
(b) "Consumer" means a natural person who purchases goods or
services using an electronic commercial service.
(c) "Provider of service" means a person who contracts with
consumers to provide an electronic commercial service.
1789.3. The provider of an electronic commercial service shall
provide to consumers with which it contracts to provide the service,
at the time it contracts to provide the service, all of the following
information: •
(a) The name, address, and telephone number of the provider of
service.
(b) Any charges to the consumer imposed by the provider for the
use of the service.
(c) The procedures a consumer may follow in order to resolve a
complaint regarding the service or to receive further information
regarding use of the service, including the telephone number and
address of the Complaint Assistance Unit of the Division of
Consumer Services of the Department of Consumer Affairs.
1789.5. (a) Any provider who knowingly and willfully violates
any provision of this title is liable for a civil penalty not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000) which may be assessed and recovered in a
civil action brought in the name of the people of the State of
California by the Attorney General, by any district attorney or city
attorney, or by a city prosecutor in any city or city and county having
a full-time city prosecutor, in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(b) If the action is brought by the Attorney General, one-half of
the penalty collected shall be paid to the treasurer of the county in
which the judgment was entered, and one-half to the General Fund.
If the action is brought by a district attorney, the penalty collected
shall be paid to the treasurer of the county in which the judgment
was entered. If the action is brought by a city attorney. or city
prosecutor, one-half of the penalty shall be paid to the treasurer of
the city in which the judgment was entered, and one-half to the
treasurer of the county in which the judgment was entered.
1789.6. Nothing in tl)js title shall be construed to limit the liability
of a provider of service to a consumer for errors or omissions arising
from the operation of an electronic commercial service.
1789.7. (a) This title does not apply where it is inconsistent with,
or infringes upon, federal law or regulation.
(b) This title does not apply to the rights and obligations of a
cardholder and a card issuer with respect to the use of a credit card
arising from the purchase of goods or services conducted through an

91

90

-3-

•

electronic commercial service. For
"cardholder,
issuer,
meaning as those terms are
Act (15 U.S.C. Sec. 1601 et seq.)
or, if applicable, the Song-Beverly
(commencing with Section 1747)).
(c) This title does not
to the
consumer and a financial institution with ...,~".,''t
fund transfer arising from
through an electronic
service.
subdivision, "consumer," "financial
fund transfer" have the same"""'·""'""
Electronic
Transfer Act
regulations adopted
1789.8. This title applies to transactions <>nt,p,·pn into on
July 1, 1985.
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Every day you give out evidence about
can merge these clues into a remarkably
your habits,

Headed for a PhD in computer
science, Larry Hunter has been playing with computers since he was ten.
He uses a powerful, state-of-the-art
workstation at Yale and telecommunicates to it from home on an
itsy-bitsy lap computer. The encompassing reach of computers which he
describes in this article has made two
differences in his own life. It has
granted him computer expertise to
assist his favored local politicians in
their campaign strategies, and it has
frightened him into the habit of
keeping his paper-life to a minimum,
and withholding his ID and Social
Security numbers from anyone who
does not legally require them.
-Kevin Kelly
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LIVE IN YOUR FUTURE.
a
Artificial
at Yale
computer equipment that will
COlrtmlOriOl<ace
from now. I have a -~-.. ·-·e•..
"'"'"""vu
nected in a high-speed network to
other such machines,
of other computers and their users.
only
research, but to
articles, to read nationwide electronic
electronic mail, and sometimes
stant use of fancy graphics, text
you name it My gadgets are both
to have
the world. I'm quite

I

But with this privilege comes a certain
contemplate some of the effects the
society. It is impossible to
what
information-oriented society
of the outlines are becoming dearer.
of the computer blur the
information. Our revolution
don't look for TV can1eras in your
the information that is already """"""'"' :.ui:~.n:::u.
conspiratorial snooping or
actions, our lifestyles, and even our
public scrutiny as we move into the inf:r-.,.... "'

' \llUOi'
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•· \r
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behave similarly. Blocs aren't
groups. You may never have
in your bloC, but because you
similar relationship with some
are lumped together. Your memc,ers
bloc might become the basis of
of judgements, from who
who gets investigated by the FBL
Where does the initial data
office, it may be who you talk to
com, whose phone calls you
return), who you eat lunch
your memos to, even who you
"'I"""' .."'"'"
Fancy telephone
bulletin boards make ........ e.,"
data even easier. When
on every desk, routine int;""'"~t•inn
says what to whom is aUI:orrultlcai.IY g1enerau~a
and easily collected . .c.n:toH;ve•rs
can keep track of that "'"'"""'"'"" mtonna1ti011,
and save it in a database
modelled later.
Bloc modelling is used to separate
cliques, and whole organizations
which determine the way the modeller
ultimately treat the groups. While con:cep,tua
similar to the more familiar
unlike other kinds of Cliscmnmtatl•on,
blocs found are generally inc:on:spi1:::uc1us,
the members may easily fail to rec;ogruze
common fate. Furthermore, the ex1stu11g
protecting privacy, such as those
'"""~"'t"'"
individuals access to their own
address bloc modelling. It is
ine what remedies might be devised
new form of guilt by association.

We live in a world of
We consider what we
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resents a "logical progression" of the crime
center's efforts. The idea that associating with
someone who gets arrested could get your
name into the national crime database is scary
enough. Worse yet, the Secret Service wants to
get into the act. They want to sidestep the
judicial process by directly entering the names
of people they consider to be dangerous to the
President or other high officials into NCIC
without obtaining warrants. If the FBI and the
Secret Service get their way, having the wrong
friends or being on the wrong side of the Executive Branch could get your name into the
computer, subjecting you to police harassment,
surveillance, even detention. Since just adding
a name to NCIC doesn't legally deprive anyone
of liberty or property, constitutional due process constraints do not apply.

our way of life - we cannot stop "m""b"""
this information.

What we have to do is find a way
its use. We need to make it pos:s101e
distinctions between the kinds of lm;Jrnruu!on
processing, dissemination, and use we
allow and the kinds we want to
uses of personal information are
able. Using conviction records to avoid
guns to criminals is a legitimate use of """'"'""u""
data. Keeping track of who I call on the
phone and for how long is
purpose is to bill me for those calls. UJriti.-'"
down what books I buy is fine, so
as
intent is to maintain the inventory at my
bookstore. There are a
of
necessary, and nonthreatening uses of
information. Ideally, any use of information
outside the scope of these traditional
Why not make gathering this information
should require the knowledge and consent
against the law? Think of Samet's metaphor:
the person the information is about.
do we really want to ban looking out the winand direct advertising are not traditional
dow? The information about groups and individuals that is public is public for a reason.
of personal information, and should not be
Being able to write down what I see is fundathought of as such. I should be able to choose
whether or not I want my local bookstore
mental to freedom of expression and belief,
the freedoms we are trying to protect. Further- keep a list of the books I buy, even if
more, public records serve us in very specific,
want to mail me ads for new books
I'd like. I should be able to prevent a company
important ways. We can have and use credit
from selling my name and address to smne<>ne
because credit records are kept. We can prevent the sale of handguns to convicted felons
else without my permission. I don't want
because criminal records are kept. Supermarkets FBI to be able to look at
must keep track of their inventories, and since and decide that my lifestyle
their
of a subversive or a
user. I ""'•·tsunlv
their customers prefer that they accept checks,
they keep information on the fmancial status
not want employers to use bloc ""·'"'"""''!:>
of people who shop in their store. In short,
fire people on the basis of who
keeping and using the kind of data that can be ate with, or
to use it to """""'-'
.....,.
turned into personal profiles is fundamental to their "enemies."
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INFORMATION AS PROPERlY
People under scrutiny ought to be able to
exert some control over what other
with that personal information. Our
grants individuals control over the activities of
others primarily through the idea of property.
A reasonable way to give individuals control
over information about them is to vest them
with a property interest in that information.
Information about me is, in part, my ,...,...,,.....,.tv
Other people may, of course, also have an interest in that information. Citibank has some
legitimate interests in the information about
me that it has gathered. When my neighbor
writes down that I was wearing a red sweater,
both of us should share in the ownership of
that information.
What does it mean to own information? Th
share in such ownership? How can existing
laws about property be interpreted to make
judgements about the use and control of information? These questions must
be
ansy,oered by the legislators who draft laws
ing information property status, and the courts
who interpret those lawa. We can begin to imagine some of the implications of such an
approach. What makes information different
from other kinds of property is that it is intangible: it cannot be touched, held, or seen
directly. The same information can be in two
places at once. Other than that, information is
b"ke other kinds of property: it can have monetary value, it can be produced, improved, or
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, . .~~~~~~~~~, ven its ardent advOClltes
are often quick to admit
that telecommuting is not
being implemented as
dly as many ha
. . . .111111/Jj expected .
"The first and foremost reason is
that it's new and different," says Gil
Gordon, a telecommunications consultant and editor of the
Telecommuting Review, published in
Monmouth Junction, New
"We have to remember
telecommuting is challenging a 1DOtradition of going to the office
started with the industrial revolution. As much as corporate CEOs
may talk about innovation, it is much
easier to stay with something wellunderstood."
Management resistance and an
entrenched corporate culture are
major reasons for the reluctance to
telecommuting programs, agrees
u~ ... ,..,.... ~... Olson, an associate professor at New York University's
Graduate School of Business, who has
observed and researched telecom·
muting projects for the past five
years. "There is a tremendous investment in the corporate culture
says you [the employee] belong
and it's very hard to change
that, she says.
Gordon feels that an equally important factor may be that the
benefits of telecommuting to the
employer are not always emphasized
as much as the benefits to the
employee, who gets to work at home.
"Employers are normally selfish, and
they should be," he says. "They have
to understand th~ business 'benefits
before they make a change like this."
Benefits of telecommuting to tbe
employer include improved recruiting and retention of good personnel,
reduced costs for office· space, and
increased productivity, says Gordon.
To realize such advantages, however,
the company must have a wellthought-out program, he warns.
"Some of the early ones were thrown
together almost in a matter of days,"
he says. "You just can't do it that
way."
In spite of the difficulties, various
analysts estimate that there are
between 300 and 600 corporations
actively pursuing formal telecommuting projects. One such ftrnl is
~:liracific Bell 'phone company in
"'ornia, which has had a
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Social factors influenci
emergence

Jorge Reina Schement, Leah A.
Herbert S. Dordick
Dramatic social and economic changes in the USA over the past ten years
have drawn the attention of scholars interested in
suggest that the changes are computer-driven. and
emergence of an 'information society' in the USA. 1 Still
this transformation is not uniform. but varies from
agree that among the regions in the vanguard is the
In this article. we consider paradoxical and
consequences of California's purported information
attempted to gain a better understanding of the
California's development. and to isolate the dynamics of the
among them.
The term 'information society' has been
to
social phenomena. In 1981 California governor, Edmund G.
commissioned a conference to elicit policy recommendations for the
future of California and its technology-intensive and education-intensive
economy. The analysts who participated in the conference examined the
fate of such an economy in an 'information age'. For purposes of discussion. we refer to California here as an 'informated-oriented industrial
. because
Keywords: Information society; Social society'. or more simply, an 'information-oriented
opinion on the subject is still divided. At this point. there is no consensus
factors; California
as to whether an information-oriented society represents a fundamental
of industrial
Jorge
Schement
is
Associate departure from the past. or simply an

The authors identify three elements
which will influence California's
future. First, demographic shifts in
the state's population have altered
California's ethnic and cultural
foundations. Second, the state
educational system does not seem
prepared to train larger numbers
for information work, especially
members of its growing ethnic
population. Third, almost half the
state's workforce is now employed
in
information-oriented
work,
whether in the industrial, service,
or agricultural sectors. The authors
demonstrate that the interaction of
these elements has profound
implications for California's development.

Professor, Leah Lievrouw a doctoral
student, and Herbert Dordick Visiting
Professor at the Annenberg &huoi of California as a model
Communications,
University
of We chose California as the subject of our
Southern California, University Park, First of all. California is the most
economic
Los Angeles, CA 90080-0281, USA
S. Dordick, ·caiiiomia ~;;mers the
information society', paper presented at the
Conference on State Telecommunications
Continued on page 65
1 Herbert

Its gross state product. fnr example. would rank as
among all gross national products in the world. California
other US states in personal income, and has the
the USA ( l0.3'k of the national population in
0308-5961/83/010064-9$3.00 ©Butterworth & Co (Publishers) ltd
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Continued from page 64
Policies, Sacramento, CA. 21 October
1981.
2 Jorge Reina Schement, 'The road to an
information economy is paved with good
intentions', paper presented to the
Conference on State Telecommunic,ations
Policies, Sacramento, CA. 21 October
1981.
3 The Sixty-Mile Circle, Security Pacific
National Bank, Los Angeles, CA. October
1979; California Statistical Abstract, 1979,
California Department of Finance. Documents Section, Highlands, CA. 1979.
4 We define 'information industries' as those
whose primary output is information. This
group is strictly delimited and includes
banking, finance, publishing, telecommunications, computer hardware and software.
and entertainment.
5 'Califomia's 500 and CRiif,..,mip's 1('111'
California Business, May 1981, pp 83-97.
"Franz Schurman, The Other California (no
source available).
'COunting the Forgotten: The 1970 Census
COunt of Persons of Spanish-Speaking
Background in the US, Repo11 of the US
Commission on Civil Rights, US Government Printing Office. Washington, DC,
1973.

the largest concentration of scientists, engineers, and mathematicians in
the USA. 3
The top 500 corporations in California range in revenues from
billion to $9.7 billion. putting them among the wealthiest in the nation. Of
these, 214 (42.8%) deliver information services or produce'"''"',.,.""'
technology. 4 Moreover. 67 of the state's 100 highest
firms are corporations in these same fields. Nor do these
reflect
the dominance of Hollywood within the state. Only 11 of these information firms are part of California's fabled entertainment industry
of the top 500). s
California was also chosen because its educational system has had a
strong influence on the state's economic development. At one level. the
public schools educate children and prepare them for productive work·
ing lives. On another level, the university-industry
in
California has Cl!ltivated a highly skilled. professional information
work force. and has helped redirect the state's educational resources away
from the humanities and towards engineering and1he basic sciences. The
allocation of educational resources has been a critical element in the
state's economic success.
The working population of California is another
factor.
Along with concentrations of highly skilled workers, California has
always had a large ethnic population. Today. Latino and Asian groups
are experiencing unprecedented population growth. Shifting demo·
graphic patterns make the transition to 'information
status even
more complex. and more compelling to the observer.
Do these characteristics make California an information-oriented
society? They seem to invite a simple explanation, but the elements that
contribute to California's economy and
arc no!
Population. education. and rhe changing nature of work are the
elements in California's socio-economic picture. Each
problems. and they interact with each other to make
quite difficult. However. a closer examination of each element 1s
necessary if one is to judge California as information-oriented.

Population
The population of California is
dramatic
In
particular. birth rates among whites and blacks are dropping while the
rate is increasing for Latinos, the state's largest group. In addition, the state
is absorbing record numbers of Spanish-speaking immigrants from the rest
of the hemisphere.
the stream of domestic immigration, from
the north-east to the south and west is also
the population picture.
Chinese. Filipinos. Koreans.
and Mexicans have, in that
order. shown the
increases in group sizes. 6 Many of
these are illegal aliens. Since neither the Canadian nor Mexican borders
are effective barriers to entry into the USA. the presence of an illegal
resident population makes accurate estimates very difficult. Further·
more. critics have
that there was a significant undercount in the
1980 census. as there was in
1970 census. 7 All of this creates great
problems in knowing who
lives in the state. Nevertheless. the
best estimate of the current California population. as
from all
available sources. is summarized in Table 1
The percentages in the table show the ethnic n,.,, ....,,..,
give a sense of the direction of California's
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57.0
19.2

Anglo (wtlite)
Latino

13487919
4543770
i 819282

Black

, 253987

Asian!Pacilic
Native American
Other (undetemtined)
100.0

Total

~~Comparable

data were not available for
Asians, and they have not been included in
these figures.

Projections of future population distributions can
ing age pyramids of different ethnic groups. When
that age proportions vary
from group
The age and ethnicity breakouts
1980
summarized in Figures L 2 and 3 for
;H,.~=·~•
respectively. 8 As the figures
butions are dominated by different ethnic groups.
than 80~ of all Californians 65 years
the same age group are Latinos. When
younger are counted,
the
while the percentage of young Latinos
effectively bypassed the goal of zero
are rapidly approaching it. Tne Latino no1rml.at
continues to grow. In fact, the most
concentration of the Latino
The largest population increases. then. are
groups - those who in the past have had the least
Mole
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798

55-59
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45-49
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25·34

682

I

23-24

66.5

I
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665

21

655

637

20

6.22

5

19

6.2.2

Figure 1. Age structure of California:
whites (non-Latino).
The percentages are for all males or

18

622

17

622

females in California for each age group
(this applies also to Ftgures 2 and 3). The
unevenness of the age group categories
reflects the age group divisions in the 1980
census.
For example: 81.3% of all California males
65 years of age or older are white.
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Figure 2. Age structure of California:
Latinos.
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9
The Condition of Education, Nauonal Genter for Education Statistics, Washington,
DC, 1978.
'<Wilson P. Di.zard, The Coming Information Age, Longman, New York, 1982;
Daniel Bell, The Coming of Post-Industrial
Society, Basic Books, New Yorl<, 1973.
11 Meyer Weinberg, Minority Students: A
Research Appraisal, US Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1977.
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Figure 3. Age structure of California:
blacks (non-Latino).
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college. The rate for Mexican-American children
that group. only 64 completed
schooL
28
Table 2).
This disparity is also evident
Latinos over 25 years of age. 400~
school. Approximately
completed high school. but
21 C( of whites over 25 had
Asian/Pacific Islanders; and
years of college (see Table 3). At the
Latinos are particularly
According to the Digest
number of years of school
was
and 10.6 for Latinos. 12 However. the
minorities as a whole are showing a more
median years of school
some catching up may be
12W. Nance Grant, and L.J. Eiden, Digest of
Nevertheless. continued ethnic
Educational Statistics, US Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC, 1981.
mcnt and degree conferral
Table 2. Grade completion per 100 enteriOQ fim

Office, Washington. DC, 1977.

in Caliromla by~. 1977.

~1

~~

~12

Collage

Anglo

100

100

1'15.7

46.9

Mexican/American
(Latino)

100

93.8

28.2

Black

100

93,7

34.0

Enter:

Source. Meyer Weinberg, Mmonty Students· A
Research Appratsal. US Government Printing
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Table 3. Last year of 8Chool attended, by~ end eltmlclty, 1980.
White
(%)

Black
(%)

12
13-15
16+

11.46
11.76
32.36
23.52
20.88

Total

99.98

Yeeraln

school
(HI

!H1
Source:

us

Census

Supplemental Report.

PHC80-S1·1, 1980.
Note: Columns do not total1 00% due to rounding.

Aalan&

Spaniah origin

Pllclftc;

(Latino)

(%)

(%)

15.56
15.42
29.69
26.18
13.13

16.39
8.0
23.60
21.35
30.59

40.38

99.98

99.93

99.96

16.41

23.36
13.72
6.09

white-dominated technical and scientific fields are growing. The number
of degrees conferred in the humanities. where minority students have
tended to concentrate. is dropping (Table 4). At this point. it does not
seem that minorities are shifting in large numbers to technically oriented
fields.
The emphasis on technical education has been supported by a close and
profitable relationship between California's univers_ities and its technical
industries. Universities are sources of new knowledge and creative
vitality for information-oriented firms. They produce skilled workers in
the form of students, consultants. or faculty who leave universities for
industry. A frequently cited example is the relationship between Stanford
University and the growth of the computer and software industries in the
Santa Clara Valley . 13 Stanford's encouragement of faculty to become
industry consultants has provided a model for other institutions suffering
funding cutbacks. Consequent depletion of the academic ranks has been
avoided in the past because California's universities have been able to
recruit new and replacement personnel from other states.
This pattern is now changing. Significant salary differentiab hetween
academia and these industries. and prohihitively priced housing. are
exerting their effects. It is increasingly difficult for the state's universities
to attract and hold on to academic talent. Information industries have
established
a very beneficial relationship with the state ·s universities hut
13 Robert Howard, 'Second class in Silicon
have
placed
demands on the universities that roh them of their resources:
Valley', Working Papers, Vol 8, No 5,
these industries may be chopping down the tree to get at the fruit.
September/October, 1981, pp 20-31.

Figure 4. Median years of school completed by people 25 years and older,
by race: USA, 1940-80.
Source: W. Nance Grant and L.J. Eiden,
Digest of Educational Statistics, US
Government Printing Office, Washington,
DC, 1981.
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children are
of the state's

relationship between
disadvantage of the universities.
jeopardize training programmes that
for the industry.

Information
The third critical element
changing nature of work.
they engage in an·d
information-related work

Table 4. Percentages of degrees confemld and proje<:Utd, wml us,

BA
1964-65

1975-76

1~7

Social sciences

19.8

231

22.8

Humanities

16.0

15.1

13.8

Natural sciences &mise
Total

64.2

61.8

63.4

100.0

99.0

98.0

Source: Yearbook of Higher Education, 1981-82, 13 ed, Marquis
Note. not all columns total100% due to roundrng.
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similar to the way in which industrial tasks are subdivided on assembly
lines. 18 Increased productivity per worker has become an important goal
in information-oriented firms. and they have chosen the path of their
industrial forbears- division of labour.
The emphasis on productivity in information work splits the information workforce in two. On one side are the highly educated. highly
paid creative professionals allowed to work according to their personal
lifestyle. On the other side are those who merely carry out repetitive. ·
fragmented tasks, under rigid supervision and control. Unlike traditional
paths in other industries, where workers might advance from the shopfloor
into management. the two information groups are almost completely
separate - bimodal. There are few chances to move up from information
handling and assembly to creative professional positions.
Silicon Valley demonstrates the implications of bimodal employment
demand on the population. The creative. well-paid jobs are filled almost
exclusively by white males. Lesser paid assembly work and routine
information tasks are performed by women.' usually Asians and
Latinas. 19
To summarize then, information work has become an undeniable part
of California's employment picture. Today. most people make their
living doing this kind of work. and the firms they work for are among the
largest in the state. Their demands are for highly educated information
workers on one hand, and for 'assembly line' type workers on the other
hand. In the mean time. California's economy has shifted toward
information production and distribution, and the changing nature of
work is at its heart. Work frames the material context of people ·s lives, so
information work is likely to have social repercussions beyond the
workplace.

Preliminary interpretations

4
' 1nformation workers are defined as performing a set of behavioural activities. and
are subdivided into five groups: information
producers, information recyclers, information maintainers, information technology
producers, and information technology
maintainers.
15 lbid.
' 6 Projections of Employment by Industry
and Occupation, 198Q-85 (Galifomia),
report prepared by the State of California
Employment Development Department.
State of California, Sacramento, CA. 1979.
17 Stanley Aronowitz, Los Angeles Times, 3
October 1982, 'Opinion' section, p 1.
tsBarbara G.F. Cohen. Michael J. Smith
and Lambert W. Stammerjohn, 'Psychosocial factors contributing to job stress of
clerical VOT operators', presentation to the
Office Automation Conference. American
Federation of Information Processing
Societies, San Francisco, CA. 5-7 April
1982.
'"Howard, op cit, Ref 13.

The interaction of population. education. and information work is
evident. Moreover. the economic output of California is
ing. California has been an agricultural and industrial giant. and is now an
information giant as well. Just as agriculture and
created
demands for particular kinds of work, so have information firms created
specialized labour demands. They require staffs of informationproducing professionals. supported by information-distribution infrastructures. Each job requires a corresponding level of education. ranging
from advanced graduate work for scientists. to more elementary
language skills for transcribers.
The burden of providing these skills rests on the state's educational
system. which has been successful in preparing white males for professional roles. but less successful in preparing minority students. The
system. at the public school level, finds itself unprepared to train a rising
tide of ethnic students. At the university level. the depletion of academic
talent jeopardizes the training opportunities for all Californians.
As the numbers of Latinos. Blacks. and Asians grow. their presence
will alter California's culture and economy. Minority workers will find
that most of the job opportunities require information skills. but they are
likely to be the least prepared for such work. This
shortfall could
be disastrous for a state economy dominated by information-oriented
industries, and a political system predicated on equality of,.,,...,,...,.""''
for all.
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Thinking about the future
We have identified patterns of interaction among population, education,
and work, but there remains the problem of interpreting the patterns.
Social changes translate themselves into new demands and into new
questions, which can provide the structure for a systematic analysis of
subsequent change. Thus, further analysis of California as an emerging
information-oriented society will have to address the following questions:

e

e
e

e

e

Can California produce a highly skilled information workforce? In
particular, will ethnic minorities, who are comprising an ever larger
part of the state's school-age population, be taught the kinds of skills,
training, and education that an information-oriented economy
needs?
Can creativity and innovative thinking be developed as a resource?
Can the state, for example, take an active role in the search for
affordable housing. so necessary to attract creative professionals?
How will the university be defined in an information-oriented
society? Whether as the last stage in an educational pipeline, or as an
incubator for innovative thinking. a healthy university system is an
essential ingredient for a healthy economy. What role will the state.
as chief funding agent, choose for its academic institutions?
What is the meaning of the democratic process in an informationoriented society? A society that equates information with power
must include information as an essential component of the democratic process, and do everything po!>sible to ensure equality of
information - and information skills - among its citizens. Is there
more to California's responsibility than simply providing industry
with a well-trained workforce?
Is there a new information-oriented society emerging in California?
Clearly. there is an information-orientation to its industry and workforce. Yet manufacturing industries and agriculture remain as critical
contributors to the state's economy. Moreover. many of the work
patterns crystallizing within information industries are direct outgrowths of industrially organized work. Does California's
information-orientation. therefore. represent a fundamental shift in
society's structures. or an evolution of those wrought by the
industrial revolution?

Finally. it is important to realize that social change on this scale should
remind us of the 'roads not taken'. Policy makers who look to California
as an example of the social benefits brought about by a shift to information
work. should also recognize the social price that is being paid on the way.
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS

my
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shaved and prepared
commute.

no

My

chine
next
the oorn.
you can forget about working in
itself!! you have a spouse, three
cats and a
The commute is
wluch tsn'l
although it's a
likely to
clad in only a
ing gown when
temperature is minus 2
degrees, as it was that morning. But that
commute was not the commute for which I
was preparing. Rather, I was getting ready
to drive my chtldren to school.
We used to belong to a car pool, but since I

to
gao ato"''"'L"""'"'
ware for possible review. Ten
elapsed when the telephone rang.
was an irate UNIX fan upset over my previous week's column. He felt l was wrong m
hypothesizing that UNIX might finally, possibly, make the grade as a popular operating system when more powerful personal
computers entered the marketplace a couple of years hence. UNIX could make it
right now, he assured me, were It not that

•

frustration.
Phone in
some of the
Then it was back to doing a rewrite on analmost completed column. I managed to put
in another couple of hours scribbling and,
just before the kids came home, handed the
pages to the secretary to enter into the computer. I'll ed.it on screen, but I won't compose on a keyboard, either a computerized

cmm<em1m•• AI the kitchen

mingled aromas
joint of venison
the backwoods,
steamy potatoes, homemade butter and red
cabbage. The repast was followed by a
quiet period of repose before a blazing fire.
Now here, according to the pundits of the
electronic cottage, I should have been on
line "chatting" with other computerists

ticators seem to
would probably miss
much. Besides, have
computer, "What a
Do you want to go
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Assemblywoman Moore,

I am Gary Strong,

gentlemen .

•

members

of

the

Committee,

ladies

and

the State Librarian of California.

It a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear today before this
committee in informal hearing to look at the future of electronic
It is a policy area of great concern to

commerce in California.
the

California

State

Library

and,

in

turn,

to

the

user

of

I would like to begin

libraries in the state of California.

providing you with some background on the State Library.
The California State Library was established in 185
first

Legislature

needs

of

the

and

has

served

Legislature and

of

the
state

hundred thiry-six years of service.
extended its
began

to

information

services to the citizens of

actively

develop

public

cooperation

and

resource

s rv

sharing,

wherever they may live with the lib

meeting

its

mission,

the

e

1i

nterci izens

on re our es

ry and infer

State

r

a eas
ch

of all types of libraries in California and aero
In

ibr

a e

California. Today, our responsibilities extend t
1 ibrary

t

the

the

library

libra

ove

governmen

In 1905,

and

the

Library

has

moved

forcefully to employ the benefits of technology in opening access
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- 2 to

these vast

resources.

A brief

recap will

demonstrate

this

involvement.

First, many libraries have moved to automate their

catalogs

indexes.

and

of

books

and

from

the

data

bases of the largest bibliographic utilities in the nation.

The

periodicals

are

The

available

records

on

computer

California Library Services Act
state assistance to

of

millions
terminals

joins this program by providing

libraries which

list

their

records

in this

way. Electronic mail is only the latest method by which libraries
ba,J(~

request~

and journal articles from each other.

Developments in

telecommunication and telefacsimile are being watched closely for
their potential to enhance this resource exchange.
On-1 ine

computer data bases,

not unlike CompuServe or The

Source, are used daily by libraries across California to meet the
needs of citizens,

students,

faculty and researchers.

In fact,

the California State Library now searches over four hundred data
bases regularly. In 1973, we began searching one system with just
twenty-five data bases.
data bases

We are fortunate in that many of these

originate .here

in California and are a

part

of

the

electronic economy of the state.
Many libraries are experimenting with providing users
to their local automated systems through home computers.

ac~ss

Perhaps

the most significant example of such access is Maggie's Place in
Colorado Springs. Several hundred home computer owners access the
computer

files

of

the

Pike's

Peak

Public

information not only on library issues,
local community issues as well.

Libra

tain

but on a broad base of

While not as well developed in
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California

as

we

might

Bernardino Public

like,

3 -

there

Library maintains

are
a

examples.

\The

San

community bullet in board

that may be accessed by home computer users.

The State Library

has

literacy

invested

in a

program of

adult

computer

libraries over the past three years.

in pubic

A number of other libraries

are actively involved in the implementation and use of community
cable television.
In

1984,

the

Graduate School
on

conference
California."

California State

of

Library and

"Libraries
Drawing

conference addressed
formulation today.
of

the

from
a

Library

and

the

A'~~

a
of

the pub 1 i c and private

sec tors,

the

of

Freedom

the

and

the public

Commission

work

its

UCLA,

Economy

Information. O!iirawing from
completed

the

Information

number

on

with

Information Science at

issues

Over the past two years,

Commission

sponsored

this

that

await

policy

I served as a

Equality

of

and private
spring

and

speaks to a number of the same issues addressed

Access

o

sectors,

the

repo

our

the staff

~

this Committee.
The

State

Library

has

joined

with

the

University

California in several areas of telecommunications re earch.
joint

packet

radio

development

and

State

Libra

use

of

of
Our
UC' s

MELVYL on-line catalog are but two areas that we are exploring.
These ventur~have

been

important

in making

sure

public

funds

address broad areas of coordination.
Clearly, the technology is now available to help people find
out what information is available and to have it delivered.

It is

i 2' /•7
(0 - \....--
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the policies to promote the public interest that are lagging. The
Committee

should

be

congratulated

having

tor

the

foresight

to

examine needed public policy in these areas.

I am not convinced

that

it

the Federal

such issues.

government will

or

even

it

should address

Here in California, we have a large share ot both

the public and private generation ot such services, and we must
move to protect these interests.
I would now like to raise several specific concerns as you
consider

policy

formulation.

First,

I

do

not

pretend

to

understand nor can I otter an economic projection tor the growth
ot

electronic

observe,

however,

1 ibrar ies

is

services

that

there

are ot ten called upon

development.
invaluable
the

commercial

Libraries

across

information to

business

ot

to
the

support

introducing

and

in

Cali Cornia.

is

much

place

in

small

the

necessary

provide

marketing

can

and

do

that

development and

new

products.

This

Much ot the innovation

two

information

that

state

both product

companies

and

can

in

individuals with an idea to be developed.
provide

activity

I

provide assistance

activity is not only by large companies.
takes

What

to

to

five

Local
bring

enterprising

libraries help

their

ideas

to

reality. The development ot the Silicon Valley Information Center
at

the

San

Jose

Public

Library

under

a

grant

from

the

Stale

in Cali Cornia already.

That

Library is an excellent example ot this support.
A diverse marketplace
market

exists

provides service not only to California,

and internationally.

but nationally

Public policy must continue to address the
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that

also

protection

for

market.

through
of

incentives

the

for

intellectual

development,

property

but

that

is

developed. While much of the protection for intellectual property
falls

to

should

the

federal

carefully

jurisdiction,

follow

these

I

issues

believe

that

the

and

sure

that

be

state
they

address the concerns important to California.
While it is important to encourage a healthy private sector

•

environment
commerce,

for

it

product development and

is equally important

agency environment as well.
must

have

the

support

in electronic

to support a healthly public

Libraries, universities and colleges

necessary

capital

to

invest

to

ensure

that

information has broad public availability in California.

Coupled

together,

diverse

the public and private sectors can support a

marketplace for information.
As

State

Librarian

concerned in two areas.
importance.
our

of

California,

am

I

particularly

First, the area of privacy is of highest

Legislation such as ACA9 is important for protecting

individual

and

institutional

as

pr

a

society.

I

lie policy in

encourage the Committee to continue to examine

this important arena. The issues of intellectual property, that I
mentioned earlier, also deserve continued attention.
The other
information

and

information

in

important area is
to
the

the
next

that of equality of access

electronic
few

years.

systems
While

support the concept of value added services,
the

basic

need

for

some

level

of

licly

which
I

will

to

carry

enthusiasticlly

I also must support
funded

access

to
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information.

And,

I

would

advocate

that

the

public

libraries

serve as a base for such universal access for all Californians.
Our

public

libraries

are

resources with the basic

already

well

organized

support provided under

for

sharing

the California

Library Services Act.
However,

it is not enough to provide for delivery systems.

For Californians to be full participants in this new economy will
require

substantial

training and education.

The

rate of adult

illiteracy in basic reading skills is staggering. But the rate of
information illiteracy in accessing and using more sophisticated
information far exceeds this basic challenge. If we are to bridge
the

growing

gap

between

the

"information

poor"

and

the

"information rich," the Legislature must address adequate public
support

to meet these potentials.

does not
Rather,

I

suggest an approach which

require making every Californian information literate.
I

feel

it

is mediated access through libraries that

realistic and appropriate.
their

clientele

f'lsj;'

,

can

Frankly, I perceive the libraries and

~ccept

the value of

the new

'the problem 1 ies in equality of access,

capitalizing

the

is

initial

investments

technologies.

particularly in

necessary

to

fully

participate and take significant leadership. We must consider the
fact that if we do not provide such capitalization, a citizen may
be

able

except

to

for

access
that

virtually

held

in

the

every

other

library.

The

electronic
body of

service,

government

information and library resources supported through her/his tax
dollar will not be readily available.
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- 7 To summarize, the three policies I recommend are:
1.

Protecting individual and institutional privacy.

2.

Protection of intellectual property rights.

3.

Provision for public libraries to be the base of access

to databases,

particularly those created with the assistance of

tax funds.
I
these

encourage
very

balancing
interest of

the

important
the

Committee
public

potential

of

to

continue

policy

issues.

electronic

its

Your

commerce

the public and private sectors will

very important.

concern
between

of
in
the

continue to be

The California State Library is ready to assist

in any way possible.
Thank you.

examination
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Last month California Computer
' covered Assembly hearings which
'ied the issue of electronic commerce
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of P;xpression in traditional public gathering,
in print content and within the broadcast
media.
'Ne do not have similar protections,
many of us feel at least, in the electronic
environment
informational messaging
that is transfered back and forth across data
lines in digital form. Bank accounts, personal records, message systems, bulletin
boards - all of these emmerging uses of
technology, I don't believe, are adequately
protected. The privacy of the individual in
the institution is not adequately protected. A
second area of significant concern I
addressed from the library's perspective,
and from the creative context, is the protection of intellectual property rights.

provision as public policy that the public
library be the base of access to data bases
and to at least a core of public use of microcomputers with telecommunications capabilities. This is particularly true for the data
bases that are created with public funds.
There are many, many government-produced publications data bases that with the
current move toward privatization, particularly at the federal level, are put in control of
commercial entities and, while they may or
may not add value to the information, they
then sell it back.
I personnally believe, though there is not
universal agreement to it, that this is a double taxation policy
one by the government, second by the pricing in the commer-

I think we've got the opportunity to learn fronz
the societal impacts of the past and not create
the same set of societal deprivations in an
information age.
This concern is not only for the the software that is developed, and the licensing
agreements and the kinds of other agreements that are necessary to protect the
ownership of that code, but also the intellectual property rights of information that
reside primarily in electronic form and are
produced on demand, printed on demand.
Traditionally, we have produced and disseminated information. We've created it in
printed form, printed many copies of it like
in a book or a newspaper or a magazine and
then it is protected by a copyright law and
the intellectual property rights of the individual are pretty well covered and there are
avenues of legal recourse.

cia! sector. I think there are definitely things
that the commercial sector ought to be
responsible for making available and add
value to them and charge for that value
added.
I think there are other things, like public
domain information, and data base information particularly, that the taxpayer has
already paid for and should not have to
expect the added cost of retrieving.

To that end, for example, the state library
serves as a federal regional depository for
federal information in print form. We are
looking at how do we translate that into
electronic form so that the average citizen,
the government decision-maker and the
small businessman alike can get at that
information without a high cost to conduct
their day to day business or to enhance the
quality of their life.
CCN: If you were to summarize your
major concerns for people in California as
the society faces this information transition
to a new base for business, a new base for the
way we live and communicate, what would
they be?
STRONG: I think it is really one major
concern. We must define the roles within
the public and private sector with respect to
technology transfer. information transfer,
electronic commerce. whatever you want to
call it, that protect the citizens as an individual right of access to information - information that they need to conduct their dail v
personal lives and business lives.
·
That the structures govenment and the
business sectors put together ensure thi~
right of access.
And that economic censorship, as I've
come to call it, does not prevade the society
so we have a larger and larger growing
welfare class with overtones of economic
information deprivation - as well as
hunger, housing, transportation. the other
kinds of needs.
I think we've got the opportunity to learn
from the societal impacts of the past and not
create the same set of societal deprivations
in an information age.

Not so particularly with software or with
information that resides only in an electronic form and is retrieved either on-line
across telecommunications lines and then
generated on cathode gray tube screerts,
monitors in someones home. They actually
don't
a printed book but merely use
tnh...rn,Aillnn that is in electroniC form. This is
true also where a publication would reside
in an electronic format and is printed out on
demand.
The mechanisms of getting at that and
prclte<:bn,g the intellectual property are as
cornpl.icatedas those protecting the rating of
someones bank account or adjusting your
credit rating. Those are areas that have not
been addressed I think adequately.
The third area that I addressed was the
August 1986- California Computer News- PAGE l7
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Within the realm of all data communications systems and
services, videotex refers to those that are easy-to-use and
interactive.

Videotex requires little or no traini

and can be

used in the home, in the office, and even in public

s

I
The videotex industry is quite diverse.

This is due to the

fact that there is a broad range of videotex applicat

This

is also the result of the fact that videotex is not a discrete
new technology, but rather a manner of applyi

and

telecommunications technologies which already existed.
There are distinct market segments in the videotex
which must be recognized in any discussion of public
issues.

icy

The market is segmented by application area into

pieces: public access, residential, corporate, and business-tobusiness.
It is an industry in which the entrepreneur is very active.
Small business plays a large role in today's industry and will
become even more important in the coming years.
Regarding access issues, the fundamental purpose of videotex
is to increase the audience that can make use of electronic
information and transaction systems.

In several

s

industry, there are not any barriers which individuals must

the

overcome to use videotex.

In these cases, access is free (or

paid for by an employer) and an access device is provided.
Regarding consumer privacy and protection, the VIA, through
its Industry Practices and External Affairs Councils, has worked
to establish fair and uniform consumer privacy practices within
the industry, as well as computer crime legislation at both the
State and Federal levels.
Videotex is now in its early stages of growth.

The videotex

market is exhibiting many of the characteristics that were
evident during the early years of innovations such as the
telephone, radio, television and computer.
The Videotex Industry Association was formed to promote the
healthy and orderly growth of the industry.

The VIA brings

together the leading companies in the industry to develop and
refine solutions to the business and technical issues that
require cooperative effort to be resolved successfully.

am

I

ted
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since 1
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Indus
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presented a
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equi
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us

its root,
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verse

Many of our nation's largest corporations have entered the
videotex industry.

Yet, it is an industry in which the

entreprenuer is very act
this fact.

The membership of the VIA reflects

Forty per cent of VIA members have annual revenues of

under one million dollars.
The industry is still in its infant stages.

As with many

innovations, it is taking time to discover the best uses for
videotex.

It was "invented" by the British in the early 1970's

to provide information electronically to mass residential
audience.

In the past 15 years, videotex has spread from the

home, to the office, and into public places.
The videotex market is generally segmented along the lines
of these application areas.

There are four segments:

public

access videotex, residential videotex, corporate videotex, and
business-to-business videotex.

It is critical that any

discussion of public policy issues recognize and understand these
market segments.
Public access videotex systems are made up of information
terminals situated in airports, shopping centers, hotel lobbies,
and a variety of other public

s.

The terminals cost nothing

for a person to use and they provide information on a variety of
topics, such as: restaurants,

ng, business news, weather,

transportation and local points of

rest.

The nation's largest public access system is Teleguide.
Teleguide has installed over 800 termi

2

s in the San Francisco

Bay Area, San Diego, Sacramento, Lake Tahoe, Pheonix, Reno and
Las Vegas.

Other public access systems are operating in Chicago,

Boston, Atlanta, Minneapolis, Lousiville, Columbus and Orlando.
In addition to city wide systems like Teleguide,

banks

and retailers employ public access videotex in their stores to
provide information to customers.
In the home, consumers may use either personal computers or
inexpensive specialty devices. attached to television sets to
connect to videotex services.

Home services range from news,

banking and shopping, to special interest bulletin boards and
databases.

The three largest systems -- CompuServe, the Source,

and Dow Jones -- now serve over 600,000 subscribers.
In the office, more than 100 companies are now using
videotex to improve the distribution of corporate information to
both employees and customers.

Link Resources, an industry

consulting firm, expects that number to rise to over 3,100 by
1990.
Companies install corporate videotex systems primarily to
reduce the costs associated with internal communication.
Videotex helps reduce a company's dependence on expensive hard
copy documents and also facilitates the distribution of
information which is time sensitive.
Business-to-Business videotex systems generally serve as a
marketing tool.

These services deliver detailed, up-to-date

product information directly to customers.

3

In some instances, a

business-to-business videotex service bundles the information of
a number of related companies into a single service for a
targeted market.

In other cases, individual companies develop

systems that deliver only their own product information to
specific customers.
Competition:
There is a healthy level of competition across all segments
of the videotex industry.

The attention focused on the joint

ventures formed by Sears-IBM-CBS, RCA-Nynex-Citibank, and
Chemical Bank-AT&T-Time Inc. is misleading.
Every indication given to date suggests that these ventures
will be active only in the market for residential videotex and
that they will deliver narrow services to targeted consumer
groups.
In the residential segment today, services are directed
at the 3.6 million homes with personal computers and modems.
Subscribers to the three largest services represent just 20% of
the market -- and the growth of these three has come largely from
a decison to serve as service bureaus for bulletin board and
niche services.
I expect the market for videotex to resemble the market for
personal computer software.

I have no doubt that several large

players will emerge within the industry.

But as in software,

the fragmented nature of demand ensures a future for small
bsuinesses willing to target specific applications and markets.
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ELECTRONIC INFORMATION SERVICES

OVERVIEW
The electronic information publishing industry has shown tremendous growth
since the first services began in the late 1960s and has the potential for continued
growth in the next ten years.
The locations of the electronic information industry generally are divided among
the East Coast (particularly New York, Pennsylvania, and the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area) and Ohio, where major markets and suppliers are located, and California,
which is perceived as the focus for technology development in the industry.
Many of the companies that make up this industry have their roots in two related
businesses- -computer services, which spawned CompuServe and GEISCO, among others,
and print publishing, parent of such companies as McGraw Hill's Financ;Jal and Economic
Information Company, Mead Data Central, Reuter's Ltd., and Dow Jones News/Retrieval.
As spin-offs or divisions of these companies, electronic information services tend to be
located in close proximity to their parent organizations and, in the case of print publishers, their information suppliers.
It is unlikely that established companies in this industry will relocate major facilities to California. What is possible is that these companies, in search of particular
talent in software engineering for personal computers, for example, wiH locate research
facilities in this state.

INDUSTRY HISTORY AND PROFILE
Introduction
The rapidly evolving electronic information services industry generated revenues
estimated at over $2 billion in 1984. Information services discussed in this report include
three segments: the production and on-line provision of electronic databases (electronic
publishing), fee-based search and abstracting services, and the storage and retrieval of
information by document supply firms. Electronic publishing is covered in the first
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section of this report. Fee-based services and document retrieval, which are generally
performed

are discussed in the second section.

the same

Electronic publishing

the dissemination of information by electronic rather

than print media. Traditionally, electronic publishing also has meant a concentration
on textual rather than audiovisual media, although this distinction is blurring somewhat
as services including pictures or other graphics come into greater use. Electronic publishing represents about 80% of the total electronic information service industry revenues.
Information brokers are firms that as a primary part of their business search for
and retrieve information for third parties. These firms frequently use electronically
published information as a reference base.
Document retrieval businesses locate and provide information on request in a
hard copy format (print, microform, and so on). This service frequently is performed
by information brokers or electronic information providers.
Business and professional users account for nearly all revenues of these information services firms, while private consumers contribute barely 1%. Although little
historical data exist for the
nues have been

before 1981, our estimates indicate that reve-

between 25% and 30% annually in the past decade.

History
The earliest

information retrieval systems became available in

the 1960s when time-sharing and large capacity computer memories made their way
into research institutions and large
The federal government was among the earliest supporters of electronic databases.
In 1966, the National Aeronautics and
Missiles and

Administration (NASA) awarded Lockheed

Company a $20,000 contract to develop a prototype aerospace data-

base using recently introduced "third

computers. The system was installed

at the Ames Research Center in California in 1967 and called NASA/RECON, for Remote Console Information
OIALOG, suggesting the

• The software to run the system was called
of being able to interact with a computer rather than

having to wait several hours for its

the same time Lockheed was

installing its database, the National Library of Medicine was developing its Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System (MEDLARS). In 1969, the National Library
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of Medicine hired a computer software designer--System Development Corporation
(SDC)--to put that database on-line. MEDLARS on-line became MEDUNE. The federal
government developed many of the early on-line databases, including the Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) and the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS). Private companies and nonprofit organizations soon followed in launching commercial database services. Most databases did not begin to experience widespread
use until the 1970s when data communications networks such as Tymnet and Telenet
emerged and drove down the costs of communications. In 1977, approximately 362
databases served 17,000 customers. By 1985, over 2,000 databases served 977,000
customers.
Six main factors have contributed to the viability and growth of commercial
on-line database systems and services:
The development of time-sharing--the simultaneous use of computers by
multiple users, whether on site or in remote locations
The emergence of data communications networks such as Tymnet and Telenet
that drove down the cost of communications
The rapidly decreasing costs of random access storage media
The availability of terminals and personal computers (PCs) at affordable
prices for businesses and many individuals
The growing availability of information in machine-readable form
The software developments that allow many users to create, update, and
search databases.
Industry Revenues and Employment
Total U.S. revenues for electronic database production and delivery via on-line
vendors are expected to exceed $1.9 billion in 1985. These revenues are growing rapidly.
Between 1981 and 1984, U.S. revenues grew at an average annual rate of 30%--from
$683 million to over $1.5 billion. U.S. revenues are expected to exceed $12.8 billion
in 1995 (see Table 1).
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Costs to
of the

providers vary by the type

source

Some databases are merely on-line versions of a print product; others

are enhanced versions of print; and still others are produced explicitly for on-line use.
When on-line information is an electronic version of already existing print material,
the costs incurred by IPs tend to be marginal to those normally incurred in producing
the print

• When the product is produced explicitly for electronic publishing,

information providers often face significant labor costs associated with collecting

15-

in
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and The Source, the companies listed in this table derive most of their revenues--in
some cases all of it--from business users.
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to

In addition to the firms in this

on-line services
CBS--is

venture of IBM,

in the near future. Trint.ex--a

offer consumer oriented services and to

to

in late 1986 or

service

Covidea--a joint venture of Chemical Bank (New York), AT&T, Time Inc., and Bank
of America- -was formed recently to expand current offerings of electronic banking
and expects to offer additional financial and consumer services in the future. Another
joint venture between IBM and Merrill Lynch and Company, called International MarketNet (IMNET), was formed this year in an effort to unseat Quotron as the number one

•

provider of stock market data. These organizations may present prospects for location
of branch or headquarters operations.
Geographic Distribution. An estimated 53% of all system operators in the world
are located in the United States. Within the United States, more than one-third of
all system operators are located in the greater New

area--where there is

a large concentration of financial and print publishers- -and in Washington, D.C., home

to government publishers.

Table 11
(Percent)
United States

53

Canada

6

Europe
England

7

France

7

West

4

Sweden

3

Other

11

Rim
Other
Pacific Rim

= Japan, Singapore, Hong

5
4

Taiwan

Note: The distribution in this table reflects location but not necessarily ownership.
Source: IFTF

East
Mountain and

Source:

Table

State

Rank

1

New

2

3

District

B.

4
5

Illinois

6
7

8
9

New

10
11

12

.l

13
14

Texas

15
Other

Source: IFTF

Factors Affecting Demand.
by a number of factors,

demand for on-line databases will be determined
in the sections

of

on foreign competition and domestic markets
One important demand determinant is the customer's need for frequently updated
information that is either unavailable or not available as quickly in printed form. Realtime stock quotations and credit information meet these criteria. Newsnet, a Pennsylvania-based company that offers on-line access to

and

industry newsletters, attributes its success in

I

high-cost

customers to

print information faster on-line than is available in hard copy

critical

to providing some

information that is available only on-line. Fifteen percent to 20% of the newsletters
carried on Newsnet are on-line only.
Another important determinant is the

of access devices. Traditionally,

access devices for on-line information were dumb terminals-- for example, Texas Instruments' Silent 700s or specialized (dedicated) terminals sold or leased by the information
providers or system operators. Much of the credit information market, on-

stock

information to brokers, real estate services, airlines reservations, and so on were developed initially using dedicated terminals as access devices. Sales of such terminals,
as indicated in the report on computers and

have been

we also expect the demand for information
of personal (or micro)

Nevertheless,

to be influenced heavily by sales

particularly for newer on-line

of some database vendors such as

movement

Data Central from access only

terminals to PC-based access tends to

dedicated

this view.

Microcomputers also allow the use of search software such as In-Search, developed
by Menlo Corporation of Santa Clara,

for use with Dialog. Such software

makes it easier for the on-line novice to

searches off -line and pay only for

the actual search and information retrieval costs.
Some analysts believe that the health
determinant of information
information, particularly financial,

economy is the most important
increases the demand for
credit information. Economic expan-

sion also increases the number of customers who can afford to pay for information.
A set of technologies that is likely to have a significant
industry in the next few years is read-only
the videodisc, CD-ROM (compact disc read-only

on the on-line

media. These technologies include
OROM (optical read-only
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memory), and optical cards. These technologies are used with microcomputers, and
their application is information delivery. Compared to print and microforms, reAdonly optical media offer dense, random access to machine readable data. More importantly for the electronic publishing industry, they allow publishers to deliver the stable
portions of on-line databases direct to users who then have unlimited access for a fixed
price. For high-volume markets, optical products are economically attractive to produce.
Commercial applications of these technologies are just beginning to emerge with
OD-ROMs taking the lead. Library automation applications currently constitute about
half of the total CD-ROM applications to date. Other on-line information suppliers
such as Mead Data Central and BRS are also looking at CO-ROMs for their potential
role in delivering nonvolatile data. The largest early markets for applications outside
of library services are likely to be for internal corporate information. Possible applications include insurance records, banking information, and stock parts lists. Storage
and retrieval of scientific and technical information are also likely applications. Three
major database publishers--Chemical Abstracts Service, Engineering Information, and
the National Technical Information Service (NTIS)--have recently begun distributing
several of their chemical and engineering databases on CO-ROMs developed by Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC).
Costs of Production. Costs of production for systems operators fall into four
categories:
Communications
Computing
Personnel
Royalty fees
Communications. For nationally available services, the lion's share of costs to
systems operators goes for communications and computing. Communications represent
an estimated 25% of total costs. Currently, systems operators communicate databases
in two ways: through public-switched networks such as Telenet, Tymnet, and Uninet
and by leasing dedicated lines to high-volume cities. Intrastate communications costs
typically are more expensive than interstate costs because intrastate distance charges
are higher in order to subsidize local telephone operation. Satellites are another potential communications technique. Satellites, however, tend to add an extra half-second
delay time to an on-line transaction, and if three seconds is considered the accepted
standard for transmission, a half-second can seem like a long time.
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Information brokers come in many varieties with as many names: information
specialists, information consultants, free-lance librarians,

retailers, free-

lance researchers, to name a few. No firm dominates the

the informost of them

mation brokerage "industry" is composed of many small

information busi-

with a particular specialty or strength that compete

ness. (The term information broker also can encompass reference departments of public
and research libraries. However, we are concerned with these groups

if they pro-

vide fee-based services.)
Document supply establishments serve business needs through the

and

retrieval of large quantities of information. Until the late 1970s, document supply
firms tended to use microforms (that is, microfilm, aperture cards, microfiche) as
the primary means of storing and retrieving information, but they have turned increasingly in recent years to computer-assisted methods.
Information brokers and document supply firms are overlapping industry segments.
Many information brokers also serve as document suppliers, just as many database
producers supply documents listed in their databases. Information brokers and document retrieval firms represent, for the most part, a cottage industry. The actors in
the industry include a variety of "mom and pop" firms, public organizations, and notfor-profit establishments, as well as consulting firms and database producers that provide access to the documents listed in their databases and that will

on-line

and manual searches on a cost-plus or hourly charge basis. Turnover is considerable
in the number of firms involved in this business. A directory of

information
One growing

retrieval services contains a list of 338 firms involved in this

group of actors in the information brokerage and retrieval business is university and
corporate research libraries that are beginning to charge for retrieval services.
Revenues and Employment. Together,

information brokers and document

supply firms accounted for approximately 380 firms in 1983, with
in the range of $50 million to $55 million. Total

mated revenues

is estimated at approxi-

mately 900 full-time and at least 1,500 part-time employees.
Geographical Distribution. As is the case in
fee-based information brokerage firms are in

database publishing, most
States (see Table 14).

Information

United States
Canada

•

Other
Source: IFTF

are accounted for by ten states. Cali

firms

and document

In the United States, 73% of

and New York are

account for almost 25% of U.S. firms, followed

leaders and

the District of

and Maryland (see Table 15). Industry observers believe that concentration in California
is due primarily to the existence of
tion in New York is attributed to the existence of
lishers in that state. Many firms
operation, however, with "stringers"

firms in the state. The concentraand electronic database
their

of

research

and corporate libraries.

t'
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Table 15
Top Ten States--Ranked by Number of Information Brokerage Firms
Rank

State

Percent of
U.S. Firms

l

California

12

2

New York

12

3

District of Columbia

9

5

Maryland

7

6

Texas

6

7

Pennsylvania

5

8

Massachusetts

5

9

Ohio

5

Virginia

4

10

Other
TOTAL

35
100

Source: IFTF (estimated from the 1984 Directory of Fee-Based Information)

Cost Components. Many of the costs associated with information broker services
are for labor charges paid to librarians and information specialists. These firms generally have a parasitic relationship with large research libraries

th~t

they are located

near and hire "stringers" at distant libraries to search for and retrieve documents unavailable elsewhere.
Some firms--for example Disclosure, which, until recently, specialized in obtaining filings at the Securities Exchange Commission--maintain their own files and pay
the costs of microfiche and/or on-line storage of the information.
A third cost element borne by document suppliers, which is generally passed on
to the customer, is copyright royalties. Depending on the published source, copyright
royalty charges may account for 10% to 15% or more of the costs of supplying documents. Copyright royalties have become an issue in the past few years between large
firms that do pay these royalties and smaller firms and libraries that frequently do not.
Firms that pay these royalties must charge higher prices as a result of the additional
costs and feel that firms that do not pay royalties have an unfair competitive advantage.
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Factors Affecting Demand. One factor affecting demand is increased database
awareness on the part of businesses and consumers. National advertising of large database producers and vendors has increased

much of this adver-

awareness.

tising has been directed at end-users, it is unlikely that it will affect the information
brokerage and document retrieval service negatively in the next five years for a number
of reasons:
ve searches

The more databases that are on-line, the more
become, and the greater the need for information brokers.

•

Some databases require specialized knowledge of a field--for example, LEXIS
legal

databases--b~fore

they can be searched effectively.

Some databases have restricted access or high subscription fees-- for example,
while NASA's technology database NASA/RECON is directly available only to
certified NASA subcontractors, a NASA-affiliated information broker can
perform searches for third parties.
Perhaps most important for general clients, command languages vary from
database to database, and it is difficult for nonspecialists to become proficient in all relevant languages.
Since the majority of databases on the market

are

as

opposed to full text, copies of relevant documents still have to be
Brokers, in their role as document suppliers, can find and photocopy almost
any published item. Indeed,

database vendors--for

SOC

BRS, and Dialog--have established on-line links to numerous information
brokers/document retrievers that will provide documents to users of databases included in these vendors offerings.
Driving Forces
Declining costs of long distance

relative to fi

local charges and

the emergence of local area networks (LANs) will increase the revenue potential of and the competition between national database providers.
Declining costs and increased

power have combined with the grow-

ing use of business software to create corporate demand for personal computers. In 1984, approximately 4.6 million PCs were used in U.S. businesses.
An estimated 25% of these units were equipped with modems. This percentage
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is expected to exceed 50% by 1990 when over 22 million PCs will be installed
in U.S. businesses. The U.S. Department of Commerce has estimated that
from 60% to 90% of all new subscribers to on-line services use personal
computers to access the system. And some industry analysts estimate that
over 10% of all new PCs sold are used to access on-line databases and other
information services. At least one industry observer attributes most of the
45% growth in customer, password, and terminal counts in 1984 to the increasing installed base of personal computers equipped with modems and communicating software. For the home market, access devices may become so inexpensive that vendors will offer them free with a subscription to the on-line
service.
While industry analysts agree that the fast-paced growth of microcomputer
sales in 1982 and 1983 had a very positive effect on the subscribers to online retrieval services, the increased use of PCs as on-line access devices
represents mixed blessings to database producers and to retrieval systems.
The use of PCs may increase the number of users while reducing revenue
per customer. PCs allow users to preprogram a database search off-line
and transmit it. This procedure allows database searches to be conducted
much faster than the time an experienced user takes to key in the
instructions. As a result, information retrieval systems have begun to change
their pricing policies away from charging

time on-line to charging for

the number of searches or lines printed.
Increased use of PCs can lead to some loss of control by database producers
and vendors because using PCs enables the users to access, download, and
search databases with their own PCs. It is entirely possible for a user with
a microcomputer to access and retrieve the information in a database at
frequent enough intervals to maintain current files and use a PC to copy,
search, reformat, and even resell the information included in the database.
Standardization, or the replacement of the current profusion of command
protocols on different systems with one universally applicable search and
retrieval language, will positively affect use, particularly in the consumer
market.
One future alternative to on-line databases for data that is
insensitive is the laser scanned optical disc. The data

timecapabilities

of data

of these discs will continue to increase until enormous
can be stored on them.
changes so infrequently that

refer

that

is

intervals required by the customer.
in the neighborhood of

a master disc costs

Several
of their service

and BRS, are already
on these discs.

communications are

Reduced costs of computing,
the primary driving force on the
Improvements in and reduced costs

the

costs of placing nonmachine-readable
developing

Efforts by major database vendors to increase ease of use
search software and increasing the standardization of ""'"'""n
cribed in the previous section) are

to affect demand

for

information broker services.
The increased entry of public and private

into fee-based information

services will create competition with the

of current vendors.

The increased availability of

may affect document retrieval

services negatively since documents may be

from the database.

Currently, there are at least three constraints on the

of full-text

databases: the costs of

muscle

memory, the cost of

power to search more data
text to electronic form. All these costs are
may remove the economic constraints from full-text databases.
The effect on information
analysts argue that the increased availabili

research services may be di

of full-text databases will merely transfer

the information explosion
volume of on-line information will

Some
the increased

more information

services.

Key and Leading Firms
The major information
sources include:

identified

of
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Find, SVP. Founded in 1970, Find, SVP is probably the
information brokerage field. This firm has estimated

firm in the
revenues of

$8 million and employs over 100
Information on Demand. This firm was founded in

following the breakup

of Information Unlimited. It is considered one of the industry leaders, and
Pergamon

although, founded by an individual entrepreneur, it now is owned

International and Pergamon Press. Information on Demand receives revenues
approaching $1.7 million each year and employs

52 full-time

employees. Currently, about 70% of the firm's business is document delivery,
and the remaining 30% consists of information

activities. However,

the document supply portion is declining, and the information brokerage
function is increasing.
Information Store, Inc. Like Jr;,formation on

Information Store

was founded following the breakup of Information Unli

It currently

provides research services to executives and document

to major

corporations. In 1983, this firm employed approximately 35 people.
Dynamic Information Services. This firm employs 25 full-time

It

has concentrated on building a local base of business clientele for document
delivery and database search services. Although the firm will search for
most documents, its specialty is chemistry-related information.
University Microfilms International. This company, which is owned
began by supplying microfiche and paper

Xerox,

of dissertations. It now

serves as an information clearinghouse and document order supply firm.
Recently, UMI signed an agreement with the University of Michigan Library
that will perform information brokerage functions for the company. Elsevier
U.S. Holdings, a unit of the Dutch Publishing
letter of intent to purchase UMI.

signed a

•
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APPENDIX
AND VIDEOTEX

used to provide services that

Teletext and videotex are among the

are sometimes referred to as "electronic commerce." What follows is a brief summary
of the origins and development of teletext and videotex in the United States.

TELETEXT
Teletext uses one-way communication channels to deliver a variety of text and
graphic information. This information may be transmitted by broadcast telvision or

a small unused

cable systems simultaneously with TV programs
a standard TV signal called the vertical blanking interval

of

or on a dedicated chan-

nel. The most common teletext use of the VBI in the United States is to provide captioning of television programs for the hearing impaired.
In teletext services, a teletext "editor" creates pages of
suitable for display on a television screen, including
pages are then stored in a computer and

in a format

graphics, and color. These
transmitted as

of the TV signal

to all receivers within range of the TV transmitter. A continuous stream of "pages"
of information is sent in a continuous sequence. To receive information, the user needs
only a display unit (usually a TV sat) and a

decoder. The user

his page

selection into a keypad or keyboard attached to the TV set. The user's decoder waits
until the page it has requested is transmitted,

the page, and

it on

the TV screen until the system is turned off or another page is
Teletext is one part of a larger array of data broadcasting which includes transmitting information using low-power television,

satellite broadcast.

that is, multidirectional microwave, FM
Teletext has been successful in
million homes are equipped with teletext
Teletext services are also used in

sysetms (MDS)

as a residential service where over five
ae~~oc1er

in Britain and West Germany.

the

Finland. The most recent introdution of a national teletext service

and
in Japan.

i I!
1_''

Goverment
which incorporates a
standard has been
used by Taft Brc1adicas
try, anticipating a need
Broadcast Teletext Standard
been

to

which

decoder

teletext

•

production, and would
Although it
States, teletext is seen
costs less to deliver than
ment cost for
anywhere from

to

consumer market.
for decoder

While

in

memory and
national
information, for
sive use of teletext
"ExtraVision"--as

been

given to ExtraVisi
public access locations
Olympics

its

The current trend
for the VBI instead of

cations
an

agreement with IBM
for

In
tions would

a Korean manufacturer
set

decoders at the

Samsung product was

-but
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it is still considered too expensive to generate a great deal of interest in the residential market. Some

analy~ts

suggest that teletext will find a market

when decoders

can be integrated into the television set at a cost to the consumer of no more than
$50 to $100.
Since Los Angeles is the headquarters of CBS's teletext operation, California
could be a leading state in the expansion of teletext when it occurs. Some growth
of the national service is likely to occur, and it will be located in Los Angeles. The
extent of this growth will depend in part on whether local affiliate TV stations only
use the national service or supplement it with a local feed. The latter is certainly
possible since CBS owns less than 5% of its affiliate stations. If affiliates opt for a
local feed, the major growth in teletext employment and earnings is likely to occur
at the local stations rather than in Los Angeles.
Delivery of teletext over cable is experiencing difficulties due to technical and
business problems. There are technical difficulties with transmitting broadcast teletext
over cable systems that lead to distortions in the service, so the signal is not always
reliable. Moreover, the cable industry has little incentive to worry about accurate
transmission of broadcast teletext because cable operators are unlikely to realize any
significant profits from its success. Even when teletext services have been specifically
designed for cable transmission and cable operators have been compensated in some
fashion for carrying the services, they have not been successful.
Of more interest to cable operators are one-way data services modeled on X*Press,
located in Denver, Colorado. This service broadcasts a stream

one-way data (as

opposed to page-oriented teletext) consisting mostly of wire services such as UPI and
AP. This service has had neither the technical nor business problems associated with
teletext and it can be profitable--even with a very low penetration into homes and/or
businesses. Individuals with an X*Press modem and their own

computer can

download information from this service and manipulate it on their own machines. Delivery of such one-way data services is not cable dependent. X*
Equatorial Communications, a California satellite communications

for

uses
to deliver

its service into uncabled areas.
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Grassro

s California is an el

California agribusiness

ron

We were found

formation service
three majo

r

California

newspapers in March of 19

, and have been commercially selling our

servi e since February of

985.

estimated at 80,000 farmers

W serve an agricultural market

although only 30,

significant comme cial operations).
1~000

sers throughout the st

organizations.
~ra~sroots

Over 50 loca

e an
d

0 to 35.000 are

is endorsed

six major

national adve

ise s use

rm

to oring product in ormation to our subscribers.

Grassroots uses a technolo

k own as No

Level Protocol Standard (NAP PS) develop
permits enc

ing full

h American Presentation
&T.

to Grassroots are charg
monthly minimums.

This technolo

olor graphics and sto ing this on our computer

for access by subscribers through local telephone

network.

has almost

Presently§ Grassro

$12

ines.

Subscribers

r hour for on-line usage with no

Access to the service is via toll free telephone

Subscribers may access the service using their own personal

computer or a dedicated terminal leased to them by Grassroots for $10
per mvnth.
To support the costs of the service, Grassroots solicits
adve

ising from both 1

al and nat onal acco nts.

Beca se our

technology permits an intera

ive relationship with p

en ial

customers at relatively low costs, advertisers have foun

an efficient way to deliver their produ
can sponsor ce

information.

ain content on the database for a

for advertisements

~when

this

ium

Advert

annual

ers

ee o

a subscriber elects to view them

advertiser electing this option pays $.25 each time hi

by a subscriber and receives a statistical demographic repo
month summarizing the accesses to his ads.

A

are

ad

p

iewed

ea h

Each of our subscribers

voluntarily provides a demographic profile of his business
us to give an advertiser a very focused feedback of the

enabling
pe

viewers of his advertisements.
Grassroots is a very small segment of the newly emerging vide tex
industry.

We participate in a very specialized n che of the

videotex services as opposed
indust

~

spent on
date.

we are in an

the

ryonic stage

stem development wtth

Indust

littl~i

videotex ser ices.

As a

Millions of dollars have been
if

any~

projections of subscribers hav

overstated and the impact of

s

positive resu ts to
been grossl

deotex is limited to

and some selected business markets. Even if the

he P
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stimat

e"

0 00

current subscribers to videotex services ts correct (and

t pro ably

includes a considerable overlap amongst services), this

prese

only 3% of the installed personal computer base.
After almost $100 million of investment, three majo

consumer

videotex services, Gateway of Times Mirror Corporation, Vi

ro

of

Knight Ridder and Keycom of Ch1cago Tribune and Cente1, have all
failed and closed their doors this year.

Numerous reasons exist for

their failure, but the overriding one is th

were unable t

convince

l

'

a mass a

ce to
are and
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t
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11 e
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knowledge, no videotex service

are more than rna

to the future
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The future of ele
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her dramatic i
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s much t
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upon the efforts of numerous entrepreneurial c
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expensive for most br ad ba e

and most a
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s necessa

to

tinued research and development

anies is required to develo

an inexpensive

Public informat on providers need to be e couraged to set

up databases and transmit information electronically*

The

nefits

from this budding electronic information revolution will permit a
broad base of our population low cost access to thousands of
information providers.

We think that Cali

rnia can become a leader

in the electronic information industry as it has in the computer and
aerospace industries in the past

We believe thfs should be the

objective of the State.
Assuming the State wants to become a leader in the electronic
information indust
e as i 1y •

, then the p

1

questi ns can be resolved more

I n genera 1 , we r e co mme d the State a

pt a n r uri n g stance

with this indust

and attempt to i

emerging compan es are strugg ing t
takes b

rove the climate in

surv ve.

ich these

Until this i d st

ter shape and matures, we do not believe regulate
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As long as the consumer is able to choose voluntarily use

are needed.

will driv

of electronic information services, the mark

industry towards the most efficient, broad based. se vice.
are technological factors and mark

is
only

N

information requi ements still to

be resolved. a substantial cultural/traditional change must take place
among users.

Very few people are familiar with or using co

uters

today and yet the industry itself is now being classed as mat
Most adults tod

ing.

are reluctant to change their information gathering

habits without strong stimulus such as provided by the Fren h Minite1
System and their telephone directo

service.

While many of our you h

are becoming proficient in computer applications in school, their
impact on the e ectronic information industry is still years aw
We~

therefore, strongly urge that extreme restra nt be taken in

setting up new regulations for this fragile, emerging industry.
1•

One of
deltve

he major advantages of the electr nic informati n
stems is its ability to track access to information by its

subscribers.

There obviously is a danger in permitting unrestricted

access to subscriber activities but this is largely controll
marketplace itself.

the

As long as subscribers are voluntarily

participating in these various services, t

seems the

and the privacy of the individual can be controlled
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are becoming
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obviously have significant advantages and resources to develop the
most efficient system and netwo
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her hand,

large corporations will never control the thousands and thousands of
potential information sources.

Tcday it is estimated there are over

1,000 computer databases presently avail
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Grassroots serves the function of grouping this
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together in a common format as dictated by our users.
the industry with major pl

We believe that

ers such as IBM and AT&T and General
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variety of new information companies such as
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At the present time, equity of
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In almost
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1

and personal computers and VCR's and calculators have an information
advantage over th se who don•t.

While this

be unfai
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are unable to afford the equipment or costs of the information
services, it is a fact of 11
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towards providing as large a population as possible with required,
basic information services.
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Information Property Rights and Taxation

We support the development of laws protect ng information
providers and system operators from unaut or
distribution of proprietary information.
government informatio
parties.

a

e

W al
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or illegal

believ

that

be made available e ua11y to all interested

The costs of this informat on should take into consideration

the cost of producing the informatio
the database.
restricted.
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is to promote the development of an electronic informati
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development.
5.

Changes in Labor Management Relations and labor law
'

We believe the use of electronic information to permit
telecommuting and teleworking is generally positive.

Substantial

benefits to society can result if more work can be done in the home as
opposed to central offfce spaces.

Reduced commuting costs, less

congestion, pollution and transportation expenditures can
results of increased telecommuting and te1eworking.

More family time

together plus access to a much larger work force are
telecommuting.

er pluses o
in this

While Grassroots is not directly involv

activity, we beli ve abuses are minimal.
ndustry is so ti
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Given the fat that the

it is hard to imagine significant problems can

occur that can't be resolved within our curre
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Grassroots recommends the State adopt a broad general policy of
promoting
State.
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nd developing the electronic

It offers the possibility of substantial new employment and

significant benefits to Californians.

Because of the industry is just

emerging and has numerous technological und mark

relat

evolution~

yet to come, we do not recommend regulatory controls until the
industry has matured and they are shown to be needed.
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cost of transm1 ting data is a signif c

t

xpense in

delivering 1nformatio

to user •

Current y, data trans-

mission costs are t

ame as voice transmission charges.

Data transmission

should be reduced to reflect their

actu&1 costs and the telephone companies encouraged to
provide high speed communication networks.
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Because pr
are driven
of necessa
marketplace.

market needs

a e commercial c

an es

the packaging a d distribution

information is more clearly tailored
Public agencies' distribution o

public

information is not market driven and the efore n
tailored to the end user's needs.

o the

w1

While all public data-

bases should be available on an equal access

nd eq al

cost to any interested user, private companies can more
efficiently distribute th s information to end user

n

a format that is readily usable.
4.

Mandate that future purchases of computers by State
agencies should include purchase of modems and telecommunication sofware.

The use of word pro e

telecommun cations hardware and software

o s and

s essential to

growth of electronic inf rmation industry in Calif
Many State offices are equipp

nia.

with personal compute s b t

most do not have modems or use word processi g so
o create documents.

a e

State standards should

established for appropriate software and hardware to
facilitate communications.

5.

Establish a State-Sponsored Electronic Information
Advisory Board.
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this

Advisory Board would enable the public and private sectors
to work jointly on technical and political issues affecting
th

dust
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THE WELL (WHOLE EARTH LECTRONIC LINK)

Th
Whole Earth Lectronic
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you

me.

on

and

I am with

is a computer

mail

sophisticated and

a

communications tool to

a revolutionary

We

come here

to discuss

that is not

has

inevitable but
a

I

assist in the
and

a

that assures

transition into the

day more and more information is entered, stored,
all over
numbers,

it is

and moved

in

raw
communication.

a

talk to each other

some

their communications should

perpetuate an

the

the same guarantees of the

Constitution as right

benefit

When

are communicating,

technology involved is

Many critics

and

, and

speech.

the computer revolution are concerned that the people who will
it are

who need it

it will
it is

serve to

a revolution

everyone must

able to participate

their contribution.

or even used

very

power of an
enormous

everyone.

On the

more we can increase the free

resources in
ideas

among all the people, the more we can raise our
become a

and

, saner, and more creative
playing an

eliminating

all

are

role in
of prejudice in the

people have a voice in modern

The WELL is a place where vital educational information is exchanged in three
formal academics, public awareness, and the transfer of up-to-date
information.

Students and

all over the Bay Area use

public domain

constraints

that, in these times

is

the

tools to

sometimes the only way to get
in a class.

WELL to

the

At a more

all

network that connects major universities
world.

is also a useful forum for educating the general
discussions of legal, political, and

with

matters. Users can

in lively debate with other citizens on pertinent issues or

engage

the WELL to

talk directly with Congressman Ron Dellums' office, the Sierra
Chapter, and Citizens for a Better Environment.
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A new
where the

true online
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how to write
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creation of a

share
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way than

in a more

share their

sometimes seems
to know each other and to break down
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People use their

of lonliness and isolation
consumer information

In addition to the

variety of
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• you can join

areas

other
to each

reach out

met

online without
also

online.

Many
person.

us

Some

have

to have such

it is

honest
and lets

at a cost that anyone can afford that gives it such
the

where

Age keep the

We should recognize that a
increased efficiency in

characteristic of the

Age is an
of

information.

exchanges, the elimination of "telephone

• the ability to

online

conferences that reduce travel time and expense, and technical considerations
such as packet switching and digital technologies ensure that data
communications
businesses

soon be the primary medium of information exchange for both
individuals.

to

not think
communications

, nor

should data

be

: rates

at the

data communications

be

the true cost

providing the service.

Califcrnia is to lead
change, then we

way in both technology and

to encourage new technologies in such a way that

benefit everyone, otherwise we will never know the real
society.

It is

too early in the Information Age to

regulations will be needed to guarantee the public welfare.

can
of our

what rules and
I would

that the laws currently in place go a long way in affording this
and would hope

we don't unduly restrict the growth of this infant

we learn what its eventual form will be.

We feel that consumer protection, equity of access, and
benefit most
people

the

an open market where

communications are

possible cost that is fair and reasonable.
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I am currently employed as Videotex
Manager,
at Pacific Bell (a Pacific Telesis Company) and develop
recommendations for
Victoria" task force and previously
system.

the

Department
information services
Bell's "Project
Bell's internal

I am a member of

(VIA). and

INTRODUCTION

me to appear.
Thank you for
"information
of that infant entity variously known as

CURRENT

upon the state
or "videotex industry".

OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND

talking
When we speak of electronic commerce, and
about a very new medium: a screen-based, two-way set of
may incorporate information retrieval, transactions, and communications. Commonly,
markets for videotex in
States are divided into
videotex. consumer
and
in-house videotex.
videotex. public access
In its simplest sense, videotex is characterized
non-exotic technology, intentional
ease of use, and relative low cost (compared to traditional computer time$sharing). In the

PAGE 1

meet

home has been

is
withdrawals
The notion that early
the ...........
public access and business areas.

the recent
the

<&

Worldwide attention is focused on the first approach to bring
. The French

Although there is much to learn from
French system, we
uniqueness of our own California marketplace

the

is
the success

PAGE 2

At least
residential

in the

to

are:

Content
Technology
2
3 Widespread, Simple .~·u.;;~.<cl>li
4 Consumer Awareness
l

•

But the local
these
successful,

No one company or entity can
telephone company, we believe, is
functions and providing the """''""''" ....
and available both to information
The public switched
videotex services just as private
powerful operations for payroll,

user
access to .. ...,,,.......
already serve large users with sophisticated
management,
so forth.

I cannot, however, predict what the

will provide
consumer. We have
seen the indications for the future through services
available, albeit on a limited
basis. These are services such as:
II information
special interest group

news,

or

II transactions - new ways to shop or bank at the home or office
II messaging - keeping in close and constant contact through electronic mail
II telemonitoring - which can keep homes or
even when while unattended

safe and remotely controlled

THE FUTURE
the videotex industry in 1986, --and it is both a humbling
If there is one lesson
one and a great challenge -~ it is that we must allow the needs of the consumer to dictate
the shape of the industry. Consumers will not buy or lease terminals for their own sake
if content and services are not meeting real needs of consumers -· that is, to do better
through electronic means that which is already done today through more traditional
methods.
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In summary. the

content
marketplace. For its part, Pacific Bell will focus on providing
services as
available.
For

is the
mass
the jury is still out, and this may be a case of both
users. We

home
think

I

THE

In response to your
comments:

about the

has
potential to
there are constitutional concerns, some of
proposals to limit the content of messages
require the monitoring or deletion of
videotex

4

have a

or
the

providers to abandon

•
broad
area of indus try
law is
inadequate.

A FINAL

grow,
access to the services
previously.
regional and
innovation on a
a rich
Videotex is a
continue to evolve. As
and forwardservices

providing aU users.
to use.
they want and
not blossom
videotex
national offerings. And
number of
-- and
conscious focus
a company. it's in our
looking
offerings. we lose too.
cost" development

we

ln\lv.t'n'l-r

everyone loses.

Pacific Ben sees a great
pragmatic optimists. knowing that
the personalization it beings to both
are users of videotex
its many flavors
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I would call us
this new medium and
We too at Pacific Bell

foster
our homes. Our goal is not to emulate
understand market forces. and to make sure that California is among the
United States to
benefits
videotex today and tomorrow.
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ROBERT A. SIMONS, ESQ.
(COUNSEL FOR DIALOG CORPORATION)

.I

1

Assemblywoman

•
Dear Chairwoman

Committee.
way
twelve years
on matters of
presently serve as
Association.
As to the testimony
at
quite accurate. Specifically, I concur

1. That
2. That the mass consumer is
you appeared to be
prospectively
by the mass consumer
it is very important to recall Dr.
benefits
(i.e. public) obtains
attest that this is
it will continue to

the~

commerce. Although
currently and

Occasional users of electronic commerce
not
the benefits of such services
on a regular basis. I concur that
primary
such
are speed,
efficiency and value-added of the
disseminators
operators).
Consumers can, for example, obtain
in several
alternative ways and if reserach is
library as
a resource.

patron.
equal access
software
consumer
required to

were

5. I
that the important issues are
given on June 25.
include:

on

Privacy of information
electronic commerce. Note that there are bills
Constitutional protections to
to
to

stifle

the testimony already
can either
and benefits or

I

As the

the current
should be taken so as
technically-talented
I am familiar with

as

to

2

I

reasons.
carpenter
,clarifying
:contractors
:employees.
:and encourage
2.

Data Generation
The State of
consumer trends
access is to create
operators to add
therefrom. A
State agencies and dissemination of

data versus
the most
users of these

I recommend that

a State
and A-

to
130 be studied, so as
created incentives to
with taxpayer dollars.
3.

Taxation
The State should
information services. The
Regulation 1502 and the
commerce in California for
At the
time, Reg. 1
same are sent into California
several respects and has already
climate.
a)

There is no State policy that
royalties does
that.
tax is not
because royalties are dependent upon sales.

b)

tapes shipped into
elimination of
of
state or are formed

rnr\;.,r·T

re-writing
electronic

data when
this is an unfair tax
California's economic
as to
per se, yet a tax on
or even capable of being known
using master
appears to favor
companies move out of

c)

If the

is going to
sales/use taxes to services, do it
be they legal, accountant, medical or

(d)

e)

No new
Reg. 1
was enacted.
and I believe that this is

Clearly, the creation of new businesses and
priority to be established ~ if we are to
vacating California or forming elsewhere, as
years. Regulation 1
must be
so as
remove
services and
intangible intellectual property relevant thereto. Taxation on tangible
products derived therefrom is both appropriate and
with current
To the extent that the California Leglislature permits the SBOE
uneconomic de facto
the public will surely be the loser.
In conclusion, I appreciate this opportunity to provide my comments on the
electronic commerce in California. I see a
future
that will
benefits to
the State's citizens. The time is~ to commence cooo,er<n
the
above in order to create
promote an environment
to
to innovation and
in our
I

to

Com

any way

Thank you.

cc: Committee

and

RAS/ecm
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TRINTEX
June 12, 1986

Chairwoman Gwen Moore
Assembly Committee on Utilities
and Commerce
California Legislature
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Ms. Moore:
I thank you for asking us to consider testifying on "The Future
of Electronic Commerce in California" at the June 25, 1986
informational hearing of the Assembly Committee on Utilities and
Commerce and your interest in TRINTEX.
Our company is still in the development stage, and I regret that
the demands of our business here in White Plains precludes us
from having a representative come to California to testify. When
our service is closer to completion we may be better able to
respond to the issues your Committee intends to discuss.
In the interim, we are enclosing a copy of our current background
brief. It is the only piece of public information we have
available.
Thank you for your interest.
the future.

I look forward to meeting you in
Sincerely,

_ rge M. Perry
Vice President & General Counsel
/bp

TRINTEX, A CBS/ISM/SEARS COMPANY

WHITE PLAlNS. NY 10601

(914) 993-2400

TRINTEX
TRINTEX

84 as

TRINTEX was
CBS Inc.

and Co.

Sears,

IBM

•
The company's mission i

to create a videotex network

scope and

that will be nationwide
of

0

ive in its

1 and trans

services.

A Partners

sed of

from CBS, IBM and Sears, is
dec

affec

, Jr., a

the

32-year IBM veteran, i

ident and

f

officer of TRINTEX.

The following officers report to Mr
Glatzer, vice pres
pres

1

systems

Jame
lopment;

c.

, vice

Perce,

ident, finance and
president and

s.

Ross

M.

, vice

counsel; John M. Pugliese, vice

president, business services:

iiarry E.

1

vice

president, product and commercial development.

TRINTEX. A CBS/IBM/SEARS COMPANY

-more-

s are at 123

Street

Plains, NY.

TRINTEX
becoming a

or new med

a wide

for

the

1

for the

del

of informational and

to a

of

services

Ultimate

benefit

to

sers, commercial

trans

, and

s.

The TRINTEX service will
consumers

interactive,

ing

home and personal computers to

two-way

such as
such as

news

data, and educational mater

)

I

ial

and send messages.

TRINTEX was established with two equal
. One is to enhance

's
a

ly
service

, and can

is

save family members time

• The

marketing and distribution e
sponsors

iency

is to improve
commercial

personalizing messages, products, and

offerings to a large, diverse audience.

-more-

-3-

The TRINTEX partnership will combine the special
expertise of each of its three partners to fully realize the
potential of videotex. CBS offers strengths both in
publishing and as a developer and marketer of commercially
sponsored information and entertainment programs. IBM is a
leading manufacturer of computer hardware and software, with
extensive experience in the development of advanced systems
and networks. Sears provides unparalleled consumer marketing
and merchandising skills, as evident in its expansive
retailing and financial services customer bases.

The founding of TRINTEX followed a joint CBS/AT&T
videotex field trial in 1982-83. The results of that test,
conducted in Ridgewood, NJ, demonstrated considerable
interest and enthusiasm for videotex among consumer users,
and by advertisers, retailers, publishers, and other
participants who provided services on the system.

# # #
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June 27, 1986
Robert Jacobson
AUCC
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Jacobson,
Thank you for sending me a copy of The Future of Electronic Commerce
in California. I see no problem with you incorporating a session in
our plaza in your report.
I do have a specific concern I'd like you to address. If you have any
comments on this issue, I'd appreciate a response. Since credit card
is the easiest method of payment, we accept both VISA and MASTERCARD.
With the large number of teenage hackers owning personal computers,
we find ourselves faced with an incredible amount of credit card fraud.
What concerns us the most is the lack of cooperation by the banks.
They will only verify the credit card number, and in some isolated
cases, the name and address of the cardholder. Kids pass around
invalid account numbers and post many of them on our system. Angry
cardholders report us to the credit card companies as a fradulent
merchant. With this happening more frequently, we are worried about
our reputation. We have found that the bank will verify many of these
numbers only to have the sales draft bounced back later as invalid.
With the amount of computers being installed in banks these days, we
are surprised they cantauthr•rize mail-order purchases more accurately.
With our business growing and the amount of fraud increasing, we are
very interested in persuing a better form of credit card verification
without making it more difficult for customers to make a purchase.
I did not read your document all the way through, but if this issue is
not incorporated, I hope you will address it. If you have any suggestions
on how we can protect ourselves from the hackers, please let me know!
Thank you for your interest in our service and we hope to keep in touch
as you progress with your hearing.
Just as a final note, a solution might be a way for us to capture the
phone number of each caller, so we could turn them in to the proper
authorities if necessary. We currently post threatning messages, but
this is all bluff to
and s~e 9-";P~.th;se dangerous people.
Sincerely,

7/
·M1si··fjfl6o1ri&ZtL:tz,v::J

post office box b055 • burbank california 91510
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS

Informational Hearing
THE FUTURE OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE IN CALIFORNIA

•
Assembly Committee on Utilities and Commerce
State Capitol, Sacramento, CA
June 25, 1986

Testimony
Thomas M. Cecil, Deputy Director
Department of Consumer Affairs

Assemblywoman Moore and Committee members, it is a
pleasure to be here today. My name is Thomas M. Cecil, I am
Deputy Director of the Department of Consumer Affairs. The
Department appreciates the opportunity to comment upon the
growing number of electronic commercial services in
California. In addition, we would like to comment on some
proposed legislation.
Identifying "consumer" electronic commercial services, as
included under the provision of the Electronic Commerce Act
of 1984, is difficult. The vast majority of electronic
commercial services appear to be online systems which conduct
the purchase of services. They are available primarily to
businesses and only secondarily to consumers. Most online
databases appear to be interstate services available
nationally.
The following statistics show the number of online
databases, as listed in the 1980 and 1986 Ditectory of Online
Databases*.
Directory
Issue

Number of
Databases

Number of
Database
Producers

Number of
Online
Setvices

Number of
Gateways

1980/Bl
1986

600
2901

340
1379

93
454

N/A
35

The figures show that as the number of online services
has increased, there has been a trend in the growth of
"gateway" computer services. A "gateway" is a computer
service that acts as an intermediary between a consumer and
the databases on the computers of one or more organizations
that the consumer wants access to.
There are also some fifty kiosk-type videotex systems
operating primarily in the United States and Canada. An
example of a videotex service available to the public is
located in the restored Capitol basement. Provided by El
Dorado Teleguide, this videotex service provides "free"
information about the weather, shopping, special events and
other categories of information. It is partially supported
by the advertising incorporated into the informational
displays.
This particular online service, however, does not fall
under the Electronic Commerce Act of 1984, since there has
been no contract between the provider of the service and the
consumer.
The Directory of Online oatabases, is jointly produced by
Cuadra Associates and Elsevier Science Publishing
Company.
-

2 -

The Electronic Commerce Act
into effect July l, 1985,
ludee
provider of the electronic commerc
consumer the name and
ese
procedures to follow to
must inc
name
consumer Affairs.
The Department of Consumer Affa
complaint about a provider of e
during the PY 85-86 to date. The
survey earlier this year of
known
service providers to determine
awareness of the Electronic Commerce
research the Department found
the four providers contacted were
disclosure. The other two firms were
the requirements. One of these has r
doubt their service is within the defin
Electronic Commerce Act; the other
Since the survey, the Department
additional providers. We would
findings to you.

of
iness.

The Department
consumer complaint handlers* to
nature of any consumer complaints
providers of electronic commerc
telephone survey, conducted in
one complaint filed with an office
Bureau in San Francisco.
contacted are all located in urban
majority of California consumers.
The Department of Consumer
consumers have few complaints wh
the providers of Electron
Commerc
largest providers of electron
to show evidence of compliance
Act. The Department would expect some
of consumer complaints received if there
disclosure
electronic commerc
The Department notes exist

-AB

3390 (Moore) - which would requ

notices to be sent to consumers
services by the service
of consumer complaints in
it is difficult to determine
computer systems fall with
commercial service provider."

*

For a complete listing, see
- 3

ic

we ~ecommend the following amendments to AS 3390 which we
feel would st~engthen the consume~ p~otection aspects of the
Elect~onic Comme~ce Act:
the Elect~onic Comme~ce Act should define •an
shopping system to conduct the pu~chase of
We would be happy to wo~k with the autho~ to
further define those •services• which a~e meant to be
included ~ excluded. For example, does the purchase of
setvices include ~efe~ence databases and source databases?
Does it include software? These terms need to be included or
excluded from the definition of electronic commercial service
so that full compliance with the Electronic Commerce Act can
be determined.
Fi~st,
elect~onic
se~yices.•

Second, ~ databases or online compute~ se~vices are
designed for businesses and not individual consumers with
home computers and modems; yet, some computer services appear
to be designed for businesses and individual consumers. It
is necessary to distinguish by definition which types of
electronic commercial services are covered by current law.
Contracts between businesses could be excluded from the
Electronic Commerce Act since the Department of Consumer
Affairs does not become involved in business-to-business
disputes.
Third, the Electronic Commerce Act should be updated to
"gateway" compute~ se~vices and clarify their
responsibilities to consume~s under the Act. We unde~stand
that some gateways a~e essentially transparent to consumers
who may not know they have been switched to another computer
service. Questions about gateway computer systems include:
Are they the pxovidet of the electronic commercial service?
Are they covered by the requirements of the Act? While the
value of a "middleman• role is not disputed, the legal
obligations upon such firms require clarification.
desc~ibe

I appreciate the opportunity to raise some of the issues
relating to consumers and electronic commercial services. I
can assure you of our willingness to cooperate with the
committee in clarifying existing law to protect the interests
of consumers, while allowing for the growth of videotex,
online databases and similar new electronic commercial
services in California.
If you have any specific questions I would be happy to
respond.
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
COMMERCIAl SERVICES
WITH THE

~
\3

M

1984 (

)

Page 2 of 2

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NAME OF
COMPANY
CALIFORNIA
ECA
COMPlAINTS RECEIVED
NAME/ADDRESS

SERVICE(S)

PROVIDED

SUBSCRIBERS
(EST.)

DISCI.DSURE
REQUIREMENTS

BY DCA, BBB AND
COUNTY OFFICES (2/86)

<DIMERTS

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ELECTRONIC MALL
UNKNOWN
UNKNOWN
ONE COMPLAINT
-ATTORNEY

COMPUSERVE
5000 ARLINGTON
CENTRE
COLUMBUS, OH I 0
43220

VARIOUS OTHER
GATEWAY
SERVICES

COMPUCARD

COMP-U-STORE
ONLINE

707 SUMMER ST.

(TO DCA)

300,000

UNKNOWN

STAMFORD,
CONNECTICUT
06904
THE SOURCE
TELECOMPUT ING
CORPORATION
1616 ANDERSON ROAD
MCLEAN, VIRGINIA
22102
1

ONE COMPLAINT
(BBBSAN FRANCISCO)

REPRESENTING
INC. SAYS THEY
DOUBT
COMPUSERVE IS
AN •ELECTRON I C
COMMERCIAL
SERVICE• UNDER
THE ECA OF
1984 - THEY
ARE REVIEWING
THE ISSUE.
-NO RESPONSE
TO DEPARTMENT
LETTER OF 4/86.
-NEW LETTER

SENT 6/19/86.
CAIL -

APPLE

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

NONE

VARIOUS OTHER
GATEWAY
SERVICES

-DCA LETTER
SENT OUT
6/19/86.

In February 1986, DCA conducted an informal telephone survey of some County Consumer Protection Agencies and
Better Business Bureaus. Specifically these agencies were:
San Francisco County Consumer Fraud Unit
County Department of Consumer Affairs
State
Better Business Bureau

Loa

Santa Clara Countv Consumer Protection
CalPIRG (
San Francisco Better Business Bureau

Prepared by the Department of Consumer Affairs, Legislative Unit.

June, 1986.
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By way

introduction, I am an

Cottagers,
telecom
Also. I am a .....,.. ......
consulting

DEFINITION: A
telecommunications ..........,.....
travel to the workplace.
telecommunications
words. it means transporting
the central office.

\,1...........
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TELECOMMUTING WORK: Any information-processing work can be
teJecommuted (the banking and insurance industries are among the
pioneers in establishing telecommuting programs).
TELECOMMUTING OPTIONS: Telecommuting is flexible and can be used parttime or full-time, for short or long-term projects, and it includes a
combination of worksite options.
ADVANTAGES TO PRIVATE & GOVERNMENT SECTORS: Telecommuting
program research indicates the following advantages for employers.
-Lower office space costs.
-More recruitment options.
-Reduced employee turnover.
-Less absenteeism.
-Better management via improved communications
-Increased productivity by 20-40 percent.
-Therefore, higher profits to the private sector.
-Therefore, better government services for less cost to the public.
The following advantages for employees have been identified:
-Reduced commuting time/ more home-life time.
-Less commute-related stress.
-Savings on transportation (gasoline. parking, transit fares, auto costs).
-Savings on food and clothing.
-More child care options.
-Fewer interruptions during work.
-Sense of control over worklife.
-Therefore, higher morale & increased productivity.
PART ONE: PROSPECf FOR TELECOMMUTING IN CALIFORNIA
PROSPECTS for telecommuting in California commerce are that it will
continue to grow at a slow rate. Of the 3 million telecommuters in the U.S.,
it is estimated that 20 percent are in California. Several large private
corporations such as Pacific Bell and Rising Star Industries have established
telecommuting programs. According to Gil Gordon of Gil Gordon Associates, it
is entirely reasonable for most firms to have up to 5 percent of their office
workforce working away from the central office; in information-intensive
businesses (such as banking or insurance) the number might be closer to 10
percent.

;'I'

l

In the government sector the
Governments has begun a telecom
The City of Los Angeles looks for telecom
by 20 percent. The California Department
a plan for a telecommuting project involving
plan is awaiting funding or another
GROWTH AREAS for telecommuting are in
sectors. ( 1) We can expect to see more
home-based independent contractors.
can
establishment and spread of neighborhood office
faciHties) and sateUite offices to serve teJecom
contractors. (3) Populations most likely
telecommuting are management and
workers. members of two-earner families, .....ue...,.. u"''il"""
physically disabled, persons with care-taking resoox1strmn1e
workers. (1) Telecommuting can also cause """""''"'n
increasing demand for the following:
and products, personal computers for
and affordable access to database "'""''"'u ......,.., ..,.,.......
centers, employee leasing of telecom
telecommuters. and use of te!ecom
& ..

IMMEDIATE (5-YEAR) GROWTH: In
slowly accumulating momentum as it
better understood.

WNG-TERM (5-lO YEAR) GROWTH:
by 25 percent of the workforce
SLOWING the growth of telecommuting
-Lack of ready access to information
- Lack of official recognition of
option.
-The occurence of abuse of telecom
"sweatshop" working conditions or
-Excessive cost of telecommunicatons "'"""'.... ,..,.,..,
telephone service.
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HASTENING the growth of telecommuting will be:
-Formal recognition and acceptance of telecommuting as a viable and
accepted work option.
-Ready access to information about telecommuting.
-Affordable cost of telecommunications services, especially telephone
services.
PART TWO: POLICIES PROMOTING A VIABLE ENVIRONMENT FOR
TELECOMMUTING IN CALIFORNIA
OFFICIAL ENDORSEMENT AND USE of telecommuting as an option for
addressing related government issues such as:
-cost of providing government services
-child care
-unemployment
-underemployment
-employment opportunities for the disabled
-transportation
-air quality
-energy conservation
PASSAGE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT 9 (authored by
Assemblywoman Moore) to extend the right of privacy to electronic
communications is fundamental to insuring a reliable foundation for
telecommuting which is based on the electronic transporting of information.
PROTECTION and DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACfOR STATUS is
essential for safe-guarding both telecommuting and the entrepreneurial
strength of the economy. The majority of new jobs are generated by small
businesses. many of which begin as home-based operations.
PROTECTION OF EMPLOYEE STATUS AND BENEFITS for telecommuters is
necessary to prevent abuses which could lead to unnecessary government
prohibitions against telecommuting. Please see Appendix for specific policy
recommendations .
.ENCOURAGEMENT AND FUNDING OF PILOT TELECOMMUTING PROJECTS to
serve as prototypes, explore potentials and overcome institutional barriers.

: 11l£

AOOPTION OF FULL-SCALE TELECOMMUTING PROGRAMS.
ESTABLISHMENT OF A STATE-WIDE PUBLIC/PRIVATE CLEARINGHOUSE TO
ADDRESS AND RESOL VB TELECOMMUTING ISSUES such as workman's
compensation, child care, underemployment, employment for the disabled,
equity of access to telecommunications services, and independent contractor
status.
PART THREE: ISSUES FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION OF THE LEGISLATURE
EQUITY OF ACCESS to affordable telecommunciations services, especially
telephone services, is vital to the growth or telecommuting for employees,
independent contractors and the businesses and governments for which they
supply services.
ENCOURAGEMENT AND FUNDING or telecommuting projects is needed.
PASSAGE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO.9.
FORMAL APPLICATION of telecommuting as an option for mitigating
problems such as air poJJution, transportation/commuter traffic costs,
unnecessary fuel consumption, high cost of providing government services,
Jand use concerns, unemployment. underemployment and employment for
the disabled.
ISSUES FOR LONG-TERM ATTENTION OF THE LEGISLATURE
CHANGES IN LABOR-MANAGEMENT RELATIONS AND LABOR LAW to protect
and define the status of independent contractors, employers and employees
should be addressed in the long-term to monitor and insure equity and
fairness.
CONCLUSION
POLICIES OF THE LEGISLATURE will have a far-reaching effect on the growth
and acceptance or telecommuting. The prudent and well-planned use of
telecommuting has the potential to provide many social, economic and
environmental benefits. California is the established trend-setter for the
nation. It is fitting that California take the leadership in establishing
telecommuting as a work option and reap its benefits.
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APPENDIX

Testimony by Dr. Kathleen Christensen before the Employment and Housing
Subcommittee, Committee on Government Operations, U.S. House of
Representatives, February 26, 1986.
The following recommendations were made in regard to home-based clerical
workers most of whom were women. The recommendations can be used as a
guide for the protection of home-based telecommuters in general, can apply
to California as well as the federal government and are therefore included
here.
"l do recommend that protective and supportive legislation be passed to
ensure that mothers of young children who are clerial "independent
contractors" who are actually employees can become strong forces in the
labor market. This will provide economic security for our most valuable
resource: the family.
'io provide this economic security, legislation should safeguard the
following:
1. Workers etpected to perform as employees should be defined as
employees with full benefits.
* Tests of employee status must be etplicit and consistent across the
regulations of the Internal Revenue Service, the Fair Labor Standards
Law, and state laws.
• Employers must be held to these tests and not be allowed to alter
employee status when the home becomes the work site.
2. Benefits must be provided according to wage earnings.
• In order to guarantee that women and their families are covered in
illness and old age, health and pension benefits should be provided
and pro-rated to earnings.
• So as to provide two-parent households with optimal coverage, a
cafeteria approach to benefits is recommended. This would allow nontraditional benefits, including child care, to be available. As noted
before, 361 of clerical homeworkers depend on some form of
supplemental child care. Mothers take their work and their children
too seriously to try to do both at the same time.
• In addition. the provision of benefits make low hourly rates ($7.13 per
hour) more attractive. Let's ensure that the working poor don't
become the non-working poor.
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3. Congress should support the creation of a national information center,
as well as local support and referral systems, for workers who work at
home. The ignorance and isolation bred by the home as workplace must
be counteracted if homeworkers are to earn prevailing market rates.
4. Alternative forms of child care must be made available. People who work
at home should have access to other forms of child care, so they can give
fuU attention bo both work and family, but not at the same time.
5. Corporate home employment practices must be held to the following
principals.
• Equal pay for equal work, regardless of place. People who work at
home should receive what their counterparts get in the office.
• Equal status. Workers at home should be afforded the same or
comparable benefits as those in an office would receive. including the
benefit of career mobility.
• Home employment is only one type of work alternative. People who
work at home should have the option of other flexible work
alternatives, including job sharing, part-time work with benefits, and
flexitime."
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Slide- 2.
A Survey of 400 Work-At-Home Households in California
Where One or More Individuals Performs Income-Producing
Work-at-Home Home.

1.

2.
3.

Home Business,
Work After Hours at Home,
Substitute Time at Home for
lar Wor Hours Elsewhere.

Slide 3.
A total of 9,614
calls were placed during ~ebruar
ch
1986 to California households selected by Random Digit Dialing.
The following incidence of calls were comple~ed:

* Completed Interviews
* Terminates CNon-Home
* Breakoffs (
*

*
*

with Home Workers
Workers)
did not allow
the interview to be completed)
Callbacks/Unable to Reach Home Worker
Refused the Call
No Answer/Busy/Wrong Number/
Disconnect/Business Phone, etc.

2, '342

4. 161.
30.601.

28

"2•3'%

41
1,506
4,697

15.66%
48 86'%

9,614

100.001.

400

-----

.43/.

------

About 30 minutes were needed to complete the in-depth survey,
totalling approximately 150 questions.
The questionnaire was the
same one used in the National Work-at-Home Survey conducted in
January by Electronic Services Unlimited.
Respondents were generally very receptive to the survey, as indicated by the low
"break.:>ff" rate.
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* CALIFORNIA HOUSEHOLD [HHJ TOTAL
* CALIFORNIA WORK-AT-HOME HOUSEHOLD
*

9.8 Million

TOTAL

CALIFORNIA WORK-AT-HOME POPULATION TOTAL

1.4 Million [13.75%]
1. 7 Mill b:m

Note:
ulation is greater than households
because some households have more than one
member working at home.

Slide 5.

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

[
e California HH to U.S. HH using charts without
using exact numbers.]
*California has one-ouL-of-nine (11.1%) of all U.S. households,
but has one-out-of-eight (12 8%) of all U.S.
households.
It also has more than one-out-of-eight of all U.S.
individuals:

Total HH
88 Mil

Work-at-Home HH

W-A-H Pop

10-11 Million

13-14 Mil

CALIFORNIA

1. 4 Mi 1

CA

=

11.1%
of

U.S.

CA

=

c.

13.3/.

Qf

u.s.

1.7 Mil

CA

=

12.G'l.
•:.f

u.s.

Slid~

6.

* 12.4%

of all U.S. HOME BUSINESSES

* 14.3%

of all U.S. HOME WORKERS EMPLOYED BY OUTSIDE ORGANIZA-

ar~

in California

TIONS live and work in California

•

-Companies and organizations n the Stat~ of California
support a larger home workforce than any other state in
the U.S.

Slide 7.
WHO WORKS AT HOME IN CALJFORNIA?
California's Work-at-Home Population is:

*

•

YOUNG

%

90.0% UNDER THE AGE OF 55

*

43.0% UNDER THE AGE OF 35

*

VERY EQUALLY DIVIDED AMONG THE SEXES

*

PREDOMINANTLY MARRIED

*

ABOVE THE U.S. HOUSEHOLD INCOME NORM

*
*
*

Nearly 25% Have Household Incomes Over $60,000
The Majority Live in Multi-Income Households
The Majority Perform Some or All of Their PRIMARY JOBS
at Home.

I

Slide- 8.

*

THE VAST MAJORITY ARE KNOWLEDGE WORKERS
On average, California has 9% fewer Manual Tradespeople
and ~armers among its work-at-home population compared
to the U.S.

*

7% MORE BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS than the U.S. Home Worker Ave.

*

1.7% MORE BUSINESS OWNERS & EXECUTIVES on Ave. than the U.S.

*

NEARLY TWICE THE U.S. RATE

*

2.2% MORE ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS on Average Working at Home

0~

DP

PRO~ESSIONALS

WORKING AT HOME

than the U.S.

*

NEARLY 5 Xs THE RATE

*

1.4% AVERAGE FEWER CLERICAL SUPPORT HOME WORKERS than the U.S

*

5.21. AVERAGE FEWER TECHNICIANS-OPERATIVES WORKING AT HOME

0~

HEALTHCARE WORKERS AT HOME as the U.S.

than elsewhere in the U.S.

Slide 9.
WHAT ARE THE TOP 5 ADVANTAGES OF WORKING AT HOME IN CALIF"ORNIA?
1.

You Can Be Your Own Boss

2.

Less Commuting Hassle

3.

It1c r eased Pr·:.duc t i vi ty

4.

More Time for Yourself

5.

Fewer Distractions

Slide 10 ..
WHAT ARE THE TOP 5 DISADVANTAGES

0~

WORKING AT HOME IN CALIFORNIA?

1.

Work Too Much/Late Hours

2.

Lack of Work Tools

pmE-<nt

Time
4.

Lack of Interaction with Co-Workers

5.

Less Time for Self

In general, about half as many home workers hold views about
the disadvantages of home workstyles as about the advantages.

•
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THE AGE OF ELECTRONIC INFORMATION
~

CALIFORNIA WORK-AT-HOME

* 8%

More California Home Worker Households Have PERSONAL

COMPUTERS Than the U.S. HOME WORKER HOUSEHOLD Average
- 6% More on Average Have More Than 1 Computer
- TI·\is is wE-<11 .:)ver double thE.< aver-age h•:.me- computerpenetr-ation rate for- ALL U.S. households!
* 3.47.. Mor-e CalifoYnia Hc•me Workers Use PORTABLE COMPUTERS
Than Their Counterparts in Other States.
*Nearly GO% Again As Many Home WorkeYs in California on Ave
Woyk at Home with ONLINE TERMINALS as Elsewhere in the U.S.

* Modem

Usage Among Home Wor ers in the State Runs Almost
9% Ahead of U.S. Home Workers, on Average.

Sl i d€- 12.

CALIFORNIA WORK-AT-HOME

:t: "Has using a computer

for business made you ri"l()\'"e
less inclined to use one for non-business pur

*

MORE INCLINED TO USE COMPUTER

* LESS
*
*

INCLINED TO USE COMPUTER

NEITHER MORE NOR LESS INCLINED

.::>Y
II

63.6%
6.4%
28.2%

"Has your working at home with a computer influenced
others in your·household positively or negatively
towards computers?"

* INFLUENCED OTHERS POSITIVELY
* INFLUENCED OTHER NEGATIVELY
'*

NEITHER POSITIVELY NOR NEGATIVELY

74.5%
0.0%
15.5%

[Balance comprised by single households &
by respondents who "don't know".]

THE AGE OF ELECTRONIC INFORMATION

Slide 13.

&

CALIFORNIA WORK-AT-HOME

*

In California, Double the U.S. Home Worker Average
Use Computerized Home Electronic Banking Services.

*

Double the U.S. Average Use Online Home Shopping Services.

*

More the Double the U.S. Home Worker Household Average
Expressed the Intention to Use Online Home Banking Services
and Nearly Double the Rate Plan to Use Online Shopping
Services in 1986.

14.
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or More
at~ T~l
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in the U.S.
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On~

I

*

20%

Mor~

Us~
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Machines, on
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Over 60% Again the Av~rage U.S. Home Worker Rate Us~
Mailbox~s in Calfiornia for Their Work-at-Hom~.

Voic~
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*

California Home Workers Are Satisfied with Their Home Workstyles:

Slide 16.

*

CALIFORNIA HOME WORKER SATISFACTION

VERY SATISFIED

45.5/.

SOMEWHAT SATISFIED

35.0/.

NEITHER SATISFIED NOR
DISATISFIED

13.3%

SOMEWHAT DISATISFIED

3.8%

VERY DISATISFIED

2.0%

CALIFORNIA HOME WORKER PREFERENCES

CalifoYnia Home Workers Fav.::.r

t~1ese

"Ideal W•::;rking Arrar1gements":

WORK FULL-TIME AWAY FROM HOME

14.8%

WORK FULL-TIME AT HOME

24.3/.

WORK PART-TIME AT HOME &
PART-TIME AWAY FROM HOME

55. Oi~

DOES NOT MATTER

3.5%

DON'T KNOW

2.5%

CALIFORNIA HOME WORKER PREFERENCES

Slide .17.

* California

Home Workers Consider the Following Number of
Working at Home to be Their Ideal:
ONE DAY/WEEK WORKING AT HOME

10.5% Consider Ideal

TWO DAYS/WEEK AT HOME

26.4%

THREE DAYS/WEEK AT HOME

38.6/.

FOUR DAYS/WEEK AT HOME

6.8%

FIVE DAYS/WEEK AT HOME

5.9%

Slide 18.
CALIFORNIA HOME WORKER PREFERENCES

*

''Do you think working at home is a good idea for others to try?"
YES

68.3%

NO

5.5/.

DEPENDS ON SITUATION

24.0%

(

Sl i dt:o 1'3.
THE MOST INTERESTING CALIFORNIA WORK-AT-HOME ANOMALLY

*

Ft:owt:-r California Employt:ors Appear to Allow Their Employet:os
to SUBSTITUTE TIME AT HOME OUTRIGHT For Time at Their
Primary Workplace:

* 30.5%
of California Home Workers
Allow Them to Substitute Time at

Say Their Employers
Home for Time in
the Office -- compared to 33.4% of U.S. Home Workers •

•

* Fewer Cali f•:::.rnia "After H•:::.urs" Home W•:::.rkers Than U.S. After
Hours Workers Think Their Employers WOULD ALLOW Them to
Substitute Time at Home for Time at Their Primary Workplace:
*Only 21.2% of California Home Workers Think Their
Employers Would Agree to Allow Them to Wo~k at Home"Some Weekdays" -·- compared to 26.0'1~ of U.S. Home
Workers Who Think This.
*Yet, the Actual

Incidence of Home Workers in California Who

Are Not Self-Employed Excedes the U.S. Average by 2.1%
*And Satisfaction with This Lifestyle Among Home Workers in the
State Runs Slightly Ahead of the U.S. Overall.
ARE CAL I FORNI A' S EMPLOYEF.:S F.:EALL Y TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF THE PRODUCTIVITY AND HUMAN RESOURCE BENEFITS OF
THE WORK-AT-HOME TREND -- IN WHICH THEIR STATE LEADS
THE REST OF THE COUNTRY?

RODERICK L. MacKENZIE, ESQ.
(REPRESENTING TELECOMMUTERS)
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Routine c ntract case
dra
ation I interest
By Sua Armstrong
Daily Recorder Staff Writer

Roderick Maca routine contract
review request to blossom into an appearance before the U.S.
and
California
Assembly, a spot on the
CBS Evening News and articles in the
New York Tunes and Walt Street Journal
But that's what happened to MacKenzie, 40. a partner in the law fum MacKenzie and Brody, after he agreed to
represent eight women who work as
claims
for California Western
States
Insurance Company.
The case to recover benefits for women
hired as contract
not get oo the
Court
calendar until sometime next year, but it
is already drawing
throughout
the nation because it carries major
ramifications for "telecommuters" who

use
computers to
work
at home.
LEGISLATORS AT THE State
and national level are trying to anticipate
nrrlnll"'""" in a
field as
businesses shift more and more work
away from centralized offices into the
homes of contract Pmlnll'lv,.,~,~
Last year the women asked MacKenzie
to review contracts
in 1982
with Cal-Western. The program allowed
them to work from their homes - jobs
which held promises of more family
time, flexible work schedules and savings
in commuting and clothing expenses.
But the prize positions required the
women to sign independent contractors'
papers - a move MacKenzie CO!ltends is
uc:s1gm::u to shift the burden for health,
retirement and vacation benefit payments
from Cal-Western to the women.
The women ended up paying for those
continued on page 3

Local attorney in natiorial sp
&omp~e1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------in the workplace. It's an arena that found
Kenzie be added to the
of spe:~e1:-s.

·benefiiS, or doing without them altogeth-

er.
MacKenzie says the women's benefits
should be paid because they were
employees of the company, not independent oonlr:lCtors.
The California Labor Code states
generally that employees are told how to
accomplish a job while independent
conlr.h."ttrs provide a final result using
their own methods.
MacKenzie says the wd'tnen received
constant instructions from the company,
even down to colors of ink and labels
they should use. He also says the women
were required to notify Cal-Western any
time they processed claims for another
insurance company and could be ftred if
Cal-Western perceived any conflicts with
their other jobs.
IN ADDmON, he notes the
women never worked for other companies
because their work loads were too heavy.
At times the women worked 10 to 14
hour
to
the work they
were con~rneted to do, he explained.
MacKenzie calls telecommuting the
"wave of the future."
Laws concerning the new industry are
just evolving and government committees
and businesses are holding informational
changes
meetings to prepare for

MacKenzie in the right place at the right
time.
In JanlW')I The Sacramento Bee ran an
article on the Cal-Western case and a state
legislator saw it. The state was looking
into the issue and the legislator wanted to
create a network for exchange of informa$
tion. He put the article on a national

met in February.

The

C011gn~i<lnal

Record,
"not with an eye
action .•• but to
toward any
begin to look at a matter which has some
will be
in
importance now,
HE
not
be was
a
role in
mv.r.rui.IO.rt!Z but he was honored to be

He ~d it was great to
see his name the Congressional Record
befoh~ his 40th birthday.
The New Yorlc Times wrcte about the
case in
and in June MacKenzie
appeared before the California""""'""''"'"'']'

Utilities and Commerce Committee to
speak at an informational hearing on the
future of electronic commerce in
California.

In
database network and ,pther information
systems picked it up.
The Wall Street Journal used the case
in a labor column on Feb. 11.
and
Washington a telecommunications
consultant. Gil Gordon, picked up the
stpry. Gordon was slated to appear
the Employment and Housing subcom~
mittee and he recommended that Mac-

Was an

~l"f"Hlf'.lfU

on the
friends
more
Western sequence.
even flew in a cameraman. he
said.

is important in
MacKenzie said. •1 feel
for my clients.
motherhocxi and
pie
freeloaders or bra burners."

one
I'm
are
not

\

Continued
the freedom of being tn<lepen,aeru.
The issue of nome:-<:lert.cal
contractor status
and the
in particular, was also the focus of a
hearing in February of the Employment and Housing Subcommittee of
the House Government Operations ·
Committee. The subcommittee is exto issue a report next month
will make recommendations reneed to
such
nol:ne--oa:sea clerical
The case is one of the first involving
which,
home-based clerical
while still
is said to
growing
as women
to balance work with
child-rearing. Also
to the
growth is the spread of computer
technology, which enables people to
work from home on terminals attached to the
computer by
telephone lines.
telecommuting,
however, is opJy a small part of
home:-<:lerical work, which involves
other tasks such as direct marketing
or typing services, according to Dr.
Christensen.
Exploitation Cited
Labor unions, 'IV>intina
the one here,. say
workers '
often do pie~ work for low wages and
are therefore exploited. The unions,
which are also worried that
ili''""'""'>rl home workers are harder
to organize than those in a company,
are
a ban on computerized
homEf-Clericcal work. Such bans have
been in effect on some
of homefor
industrial work that have
several
under the Fair Labor
;::n~muan~ Act, which
to
vent employers from cir·cum,,ef1,tir•u
minimum
and child
workers.
themselves
such programs that
work at home. In New En.gland,
-~··"~' women who were J>.nuung
in their

the deloy~

....,......,,.,.,.,,r,. working at
field
Wisconsin
who took

on such
u•~•c•uauJ

say it's not
going to exist is naive, he said.
Issue· Litigated for Decdes
The issue of whether a person is a."l
employee or an independent contractor is one that has been litigated for
decades. Some legal experts say the
definition of employee varies from
law to law, and is somewhat different
under the tax code, for instance, thai!
from what it is under the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
In general, they say, the matter revolves around how much control the
employer
over the work. This, in
tum, revolves around such questions
as whether the workers can work for
other people as well as the main employer and how much of an investment and risk the worker takes.
Mr. Murphy, the attorney for Cal~
Western, said the women were independent contractors because
were
for the result: a
certain number
cessed claims a week. When
the work was their own decision.
Mr. Murphy said the arrangement
was "good for the women and good
for the company" and added that the
women filing suit
aminority of the
pr~ the cornp.<my
But Roderick L. M2tckeru:ie,
tomey retlreser!tiru~
the company
so many stipulations on the women that
in effect, employees.
no
time to work for anyone
and
were constantly
issued
ma.."lds for changes in
and
could
work when the company
computer was in operation.

main comthe co;mp1an.y
were
leased by the workers for
a month.
At

has

of

complained

they

MacKENZIE & BRODY
RODERICK L.
IE
801 12th Street Suite
Sacramento,
i
Telephone:
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The

to

Company.

matter finally came to head when the company

the claim
which

had

we're

not going to take it

more.

11

11

and

adopted

We're mad as Hell

The eight women

who

are

ect

in

f

t,

the
on

of

company
1985

1•

thereby
were granted

benefits
Department,

Development

the

administer

1

state

agency

its.
the

t which

a

that

the

employee

and

were

and fr

complaint

to

t

seeks

the

of

were

and
of

by

the

Company

contractors as

re

soc

t

they

the
ir employment.

and treat

c~assifying

the

are

benefits commensurate

they

as

no

women were,

contractors

ition

to

ty

well
taxes

virtue

contractor s status

The

not
Such

key issue to

the home workers are
determination

lawsuit is whether or

determined
or

contractors.

can

the

facts to the applicable s
The

statutory

appropriate
California

work-related

the
status is found in Section 601

Unemployment

and Sections

3351

the
and

3353 of the California Labor Code.
Section
provides:

601

of the California Unemployment Insurance

Code

II

commerce,
contract
or impl

or
oral
Sect

33~

ce
ce, including
for wages
written or
II

fines an

Cali

of

as:

oyee means every person in the service
intment or
of an employer under
contract of hire or apprenticeship, express
or
ied,
or written,
lawful
or unlawful
employed, ... "
II

And

Section

3353

of

the

California

tabor

Code

defines

an

independent contractor as:
"Independent contractor means any person who
renders service for a specified recompense
for a specified result, under the control of
his principal as to the result of his work
and not as to the means by which such
result is accomplished.
The

leading

California

ifornia

in

case

Court case of

686,

existence

court

summarized

ther an

area

the

EmEire Star Mine Company Ltd.

v. California Employment Commission (1946}
2d

the

28

• 2d 331 168 p

determining

the

or principal-independent

one who performs
another
employee or an
contractor
most
right to
manner
accompl
.the result desired.
employer has
authority to exercise
complete
,
or not
r
is exercised with respect to
1
tails, an
employer-employee
ionship
exists.
e in
of an employment
relationship is the r
to discharge at
will,
without cause.
[Citations omitted]
Other factors to be taken into consideration
are (a) whether or not
one performing
services is engaged in a distinct occupation
or business; (b) the kind of occupat
, with
reference to whether
in
locali
the
work is usual
done under the
or by a
6

supervision;
(c) the skill required in the
particular
occupation;
(d) whether
the
principal
or the workman
supplies
the
instrumentalities, tools and the place of
work for the person doing the work;
(e) the
length of time for which the services are to
be performed;
(f) the method of payment,
whether by the time or by the job;
(g)
whether or not the work is a part of the
regular business of the principal; and (h)
whether or not the parties believe they are
creating
the relationship
of
employeremployee." (Rest., Agency 220; Cal. Ann.
Section 220.)

•

There is abundant judicial authority that the most important
factor

to

consider

is

the extent to

which

a

principal

has

retained the right to control a workperson's manner, mode, method
and

means

of

indicative
must

be

performing the details

of

of an employment relationship,
of

characterized

that
as

type

and

"complete"

degree
and

their

work.

To

the right to

which

the

control
have

courts

"authoritative."

be

The

test

involves the existence of such a right as distinguished from

its

exercise.
In

evaluating a working relationship due consideration must

also be given to the secondary factors relating to the background
under

which

the services were

rendered.

A

determination

of

status must be reached from the overall integrated picture of the
relationship
parts.

This

that is found by considering its overall
is

the

Restatement of Agency,
The
law

component

standard set down by Section 220
cited by the court in

present case is

c~ncerned

of

the

Empire Star Mines.

with the application

of

the

to persons performing industrial work in their own homes for

others.

On

the question of whether such homeworkers are to

regarded as employees or as independent contractors,

1

the

be

courts

..
have been somewhat divided,
of

opinion

as to whether the terms "employer,..

.. employment"
be

principally because of a

difference

"employee"

and

as defined and used in the various statutes are

to

given the same construction that they are given by the common

law in cases involving the relationship of master and servant.·
In

the

Federal area,

the 4th Circuit

Homemakers Handicraft Cooperative (1949),

u.s.

s.

116 F.

of

McComb v.

2d 633,

Cert.

den.

338

that

homeworkers were employees and not independent contractors.

In

900, 94 L. Ed. 553, 10

case

the McComb case,

manufacturers

the defendant,

Ct. 250, the court held

a cooperative paid

and composed of homeworkers,

by

bag

distributed to these

homeworkers bags owned by the manufacturers for insertion of draw
strings.
holding

The homeworkers were paid on a piece work
that

the

homeworkers therein involved

basis.

were

under the Fair Labor Standards Act the court stated:
As to the status of the homeworkers, we
think it perfectly clear that, under common
law concepts, they are employees and not
independent
contractors .... the
law
of
independent contractors has an
important
place in the law, but surely it was never
intended to apply to humble employees of this
sort. 11
11

However, the court went on and stated:
"Whether or not the homeworkers are employees
within
the meaning of the
Fair
Labor
Standards Act, however, is to be determined,
not
by common law concepts,
but by a
consideration of the purpose which Congress
had in mind in the passage of the act, which
defines 'employ' as including· 1 to suffer or
permit to work'.
52 Stat. 1060, 29 U.S.C.A
Section 201, sec. 3.
This definition of
employment has been called by Senator, now
Mr. Justice Black the 'broadest definition
that has ever been included in any one act'.
81 Cong.
Rec.
1659;
United States v.
Rosenwasser, 323 U.S. 360, 362, 65 S.Ct. 295,
8

In

employees

89 L.Ed. 301.
'The motive and purpose' of
the legislation, as said by the Supreme Court
in United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100, 115,
61 S.Ct. 451, 457, 85 L.Ed. 609, 132 A.L.R.
1430, are 'plainly to make effective the
Congressional conception of public policy
that interstate commerce should not be made
the
instrument
of competition
in
the
distribution
of
goods
produced
under
substandard labor conditions * * *'
As
pointed out in a later case, 'The statute was
a recognition of the fact that due to the
unequal bargaining power as between employer
and
employee,
certain segments of
the
population
required
federal
compulsory
legislation to prevent private contracts on
their part which endangered national health
and efficiency and as a result the free
movement of goods in interstate commerce. To
accomplish this purpose standards of minimum
wages
and maximum hours were provided.'
Brooklyn Saving Bank v. O'Neil, 324 U.S. 697,
706-707, 65 s.ct. 895, 902, 89 L.Ed. 1296.
Such being the purpose of the statute, common
law rules as to distinctions between servants
and independent contractors throw but little
light on who are to be deemed employees within its meaning.
This was clearly stated by
the Supreme Court in National Labor
ions
Board v. Hearst Publications, 322 U.S. 111,
64 S.Ct. 851, 855, 88 L.Ed. 1170, brought
under the National Labor Relations Act,
U.S.C.A. Section 151 et seq., a
piece of legislation
" (
is

•

However,
concerned
~

with

respect

Section

to

the

statutory

involved,

homeworkers

includes

definition
to

of

only

Fair Labor Standards

that the controlling factor in dec

broad

("Employ"

case was

could be

with coverage provisions of

concluded
the

it

the issue ·was
that

II

to

fer or

203(g)) and hence the case mere

and

29

reflects that

Act

u.s.c.A.
in

the

court's opinion it was the

the purposes

of the Pair Labor Standards Act to treat

as any other

type of employee, regardless of

r common

status.

9
'"' l

Perhaps

the

controlling

case

concerning

the

status

of

homeworkers under common law should be the case of Glenn v. Beard
(6th Circuit,
October 9,
the

1944),

1944,

141 F.

u.s.

323

2d 316,

Cert. den. by

s.

124, 89 L. Ed. 582, 65

u.s.s.c.

on

Ct. 51.

In

Glenn case the question presented was whether the workers in

question were independent contractors exempt from the

provisions

of the Social Security Act or whether they were employees subject
to

the

Act.

comforters,
work

The
quilts,

with

designs

material and thread,

employer

engaged

and similar articles.

at home on farms.

stamped

to

alleged

women

for

the

together with instructions,

according

provided

that

work.

The

were delivered

the homeworker will work

to the specifications;

material

contract.

the worker at the time of the signing of the

contract

make

The women did their

The homeworkers were supplied
and specifications

to

the

that the work may be

The

material
done

at

such times--within a designated period--and at such places as are
agreeable to the workers;

and,

that further,

the worker may do

the work personally or by agents of her selection.
also

The contract

provided that upon completion of the specified work and its

delivery to the alleged employer, a certain price will be paid to
the

worker.

There was no

superv~sion

of the work and no

were made by the employer at the homes of the workers to
the work.
times

calls
inspect

The homeworkers worked when they wanted to and at such

in the year as their farm duties permitted them.

case the court stated as follows in holding that the
were independent contractors and not employees:

10

In that

homeworkers

" ... Employment under this statute is to be
understood in its ordinary sense, as meaning
the
legal relationship of employer
and
employee; and this conclusion is fortified by
the
applicable
regulations
of
the
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, which sets
forth that 'the relationship between the
individual w~o performs such services and the
person for whom such services are rendered
must, as to those services, be the legal
relationship of employer and employee.* * *
The
words
"employ,"
"employer,"
and
"employee," as used in this article, are to
be taken in their ordinary meaning.
* * *
Individuals
performing
services
as
independent contractors are not employees.'
Treasury Regulation No.
90,
Art.
205,
promulgated under Title IX of the Social
Security Act. 11
In
were

the

case at hand against the Company,

the

homeworkers

engaged in the processing of health insurance claims

insurance
claims

policies;

an essential ingredient in

in the insurance business.

under

payment

of

Although supervisors did not

come to the processors• homes, there was constant supervision and
direction
employed

given to the women as to the means and methods
in the processing of health insurance

accomplished

through

office

memos

and

when

the system was

operati~g

hours a day, five days a week.
return

claim

flexibility

telephone

The

homeworkers

compensation

was

direction.
and although

which was

The homeworker had to pick up and
allowed

discretion to complete them at
were

paid only for

fairly

sixteen

ly

files on a weekly basis and were not
or

be

This was

There were constant and continual deadlines to meet

work

to

complete

uniform by virtue of

claims they were required to process each week.

own
work,
the

the
pace.

but
number

such
of

The homeworkers

were not licensed by any State, County or City agency and none of
11

the

homeworkers

insurance

cospanies

renumeration
themselves
in

engaged in the processing of claims

at

or

engaged

home.

The

in other

types

of

did

not

homeworkers

as independent contractors and saw little

their

for

other

work

for

consider
difference

job descriptions and responsibilities from

the

years

which they had processed claims in the Company headquarters.
There

is

ample evidence of numerous and

being made upon these workers.
the

repeated

demands

Furthermore, the Company reserved

right to discharge the homeworker at will with a thirty

day

notice and supplied the homeworker with their home terminal {at a
nominal monthly fee) and connected it to the Company's data base.

An

additional

processors
extended
that

involved,

of

significance,

is

that

that

employees

the

homeworkers

in

this

case

and

fringe

benefits

which

the
an

I believe

which

emerges

were

clearly

and not independent contractors and thus are
employee

of

had worked in the Company's office for

considering these facts the overall picture

the

each

period of time before becoming homeworkers.

indicates

to

point

entitled
earned

as

employees.
CONCLUSION
With the advent of the home computer and
development

of

telecommunicating is a wave of

there is without question, in my opinion, many
employers

and

industries

which

However,

the

employees
lend

in

homeworking

in

themselves to this

terminal,

the

future

and

to both
businesses

and
ion.

utilization of homeworkers with computer terminals

must not be allowed to become a subterfuge enabl

12

to

.•

escape

contribution to unemployment insurance,

Naturally,

group and welfare plans and retirement plans.
are

and

will

businesses

be individuals who will

operated

contractors who,

by choice,
for

true

there

engage

are in business for themselves
the end product

of

in

independent

contract

with

However,

it is important to distinguish between the two and

the

others

legitimately

These are the

at home.

social security,

their

and

efforts.
for

applicable law to prevent the abuses exemplified by the case

at hand.

p:;;w~·
RODERICK L. MacKENZIE
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